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Truckers in Ohio prepare for Washington, D. C. protest. 

.5.gueeze. on lndeReridents 

Competition in Retailing 51 -lmget' otB. . a 

' 

by Dan Biggs and Fred Block 
The plight of small businessmen in 

an economic wotld dominated by 
giant corporations has always been 
shaky. Now the energy crisis is turning 

(Continued on Back Page) 
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Wounded Knee Trial 

A Mom nt s 
Turning -Po_in_t _ ___.. 
by Martin Bunzl 

AS THE TRIAL OF Russell Means 
and Dennis Banks moves out of the 
jury selection phase, there is an increas
ing recognition here of the tremendous 
historical significance of this event. 
For the trial represents not only at 
attempt by the government to eliminate 
the American Indian Movement's leaders. 
(they are charged on ten felony counts), 
but also the first round of an attempt 
by AIM to force the government to 
address itself to its treaty obligations. 
Against government objections, Judge 
Fred Nichol has ruled that the question 
of treaty rights may be raised in the 
trial if it can be shown to be relevant 
to the charges. Defense attorneys are 
confident that it can. 

The confrontation between Indian 
People and the government over treaty 
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The desire to return to the reserva
tion is an almost universally shared 
aspiration of urban American Indians. 
And the realization that the reservations 
must be politically and economically 
self.sufficient is born of the recognition 
that the survival of Indian culture is 
incompatible with the demands of 
capitalism. 

LAND GRABS AND RELOCATION 

rights represents a momentous turning The "urbanization" of the American 
point in the struggle against the govern- Indian represents the final ~tep in the 
ment's attempt to steal Inc:fia'n land and U.S. government's attempt to disen-

. _ . 'ocit~...-.lp»®Z&}R~t.cyJe-o'f\the remaining 
that' AIM has placed on the treaty 1 -1/2%'ofthe land they still own in 
rights issue (along with repeal of the North America. Before 1950, the govern-
Indian Reorganization Act and removal ment had removed the economic base 
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) of the Indians by slaughtering 50 mil-
from the Interior Department), repre- lion buffalo within a six-year period, 
sent the recognition on the part of AIM has broken up tribal land holdings,. 
that Indian culture can survive only on selling many to whites (through the I 

politically independent and economi- (Continued on Page 2) 
cally self sufficient reservations. 

the effect of foJcing all the states in 
the area into the hands of the racist 
apartheid regime of South Africa." 

THE ENERGY CRISIS has hit hard 
at consumers and worker.s in industries 
like air travel. and auto production 
where major layoffs have occurred. Two 
groups who are ·particularly affected by 
the crisis have already' taken action to 
defend themselves ·against a worsening 
of their living conditions--the gas station 
owners and independent truck drivers. 
Both are small businessmen on the 
fringe of the working class who have 
struggled hard for a little prosperity. 
Their position is indicative of the 
American male worker's struggle to 
escape the discipline of factory life--to 
become his own boss. Any guy with 
enough savings to buy a gas station or 

Tense and Uncertain 
Egypt plans to widen and deepen 

the canal over the next four to five 
months at a cost of $32 million. But it 
will be six to twelve months before 
normal traffic through the canai can be 
resumed. 

a rig could go into business for himself. 
The special vulnerability of these 

two groups becomes clear when one 
understands that the energy crisis is 
really a crisis of pr'ofitability for the 
oil companies. Because oil-producing 

- -
countries have been rebelling.against 
the exploitation of their resources and 
have been attempting to regain control 
of their own oil, the big oil companies 
are facing a profit squeeze at the 
production level. Historically, the oil 
companies, through monopoly pricing, 
have been able to make the production 
of crude 9il so profitable that they 
were willing to tolerate a highly com
petitive, relatively low-profit set-up for 
petroleum retailing. But pressure from 
the oil-producing.nations is threafening 
the huge profits gained at the produc
ing stage. The response of the oil com
panies is to defend their profits by 
transforming the retailing of gasoline 
into a low competition and high-profit 
business. The first steps in this trans
formation-a big increase in the -retail 
price of gas and the elimination of 
many independent gas stations--has 
already begun. 

by Russ' Stetler 
Internews 

DESPfTE THE SUEZ agreement, 
there is little trust in the Middle East, 
and still less unity. Golda Meir and 
Moshe Dayan gave rather different 
assessments of the current situation in 
a recent briefing of Labor Party MP's. 
Prime Minister Meir argued that Egypt's 
President Sadat genuinely wants peace 
so that he can tackle domestic problems, 
but Defense ·Minister Dayan was skeptical. 
He said that Israel is accelerating its 
arms purchases for 1974 because he 
fears Sadat won't be able to resist pres
sure from more extreme elements in the 
Arab world. · 

The official Libyan paper Al Fajr'Al 
Jadid-me.anwhile denounced the Suez 

· disengagement agreement as an "assassi
nation of the Arab cause" and an intoler
able neglect of the Palestinian cause, 

. while warning that Syria was in danger 
of attack by concentrated Israeli forces 
once they are freed from the so1:1them 
theater o.f operation~. 

Optimistic sources in the Arab world 
are still predicting that Syria will sign 
its own pact with Israel and that the 

· Palestinians would then participate in 
the Geneva peace talks. The recent Sovie.i 
Egyptian communique has echoed this 

· sent~ent. But there is no immediate 
prospect of:P~lestioian participation at 

Geneva, since the Palestinian N,'.tional 
Council is expected to postpone the 
meeting it had planned to hold in 
Cairo next month to decide whether 
Palestinians should go to Geneva. 
Palestinian sources indicate that there 
is a fear that a premature meeting 
might polarize views in the Palestinian 
community, and that these weighty 
issues must be discussed more adequately 
before putting them to a vote. 

OPENING THE CANAL 

Egypt is moving ahead to reopen 
the Suez Canal and take advantage of 
the disengagement agreements main 
bimefit to Egypt. The fate of the canaJ-
closed since the Six-Day War of June, 
1967--affects many other countries. The_. 
Soviet Union gains mobility for its.Navy, 
which will be able to pass back.and 
forth between the Mediterranean and 
and the Indian Ocean 30 to 50 percent 
faster. All of Europe gains a shorter 
trade route to East Africa and Asia. 
And South Africa, in turn, loses the 
influence it had as long as the canal 
was closed and all shipping had to pas~ 
around the Cape of Good Hope. 

The Ugandan ambassador to the 
United Nations told the ,General Assem
bly, "The Suez ~anal is. the ·shortest 
route between East Africa and any 
point in.Europe and North Ameriqt ... 
The closur~ Qf the Suez. C~al has had 

Egypt will lose some of its former 
customers, si,nce the supertankers intro
duced since 1967 are too large for the 
century-old canal. Still, a modified canal 
may be large enough for the super
tankers to pass through when they are 
'empty and en route to the Persl.an Gulf. 

The volume of trade in general cargo 
has certainly increa~ed enough to make 
up tor the loss of the tankers, In 1966-
!}le last full year the canal functioned-
one-third of the general cargo loaded in 
Red Sea and East African ports and 
one-quarter of the freight in and out of 
South Asia, Australia, and Southeast 
Asia passed through the canal. Egypt's 
gross revenue from the canal for that 
year was $197 million. (Since 1967 
Saudi ,Arabia, Kuwait, and Libya have 
paid Egypt subsidies to make up for lost 
revenue from the canal.) 

ISRAELI ELECTION 

Inside Israel, meanwhile, the atmos
phere is tense and uncertain. Golda Meir 
received majority parliamentary approval 
for the Suez agreement, but she has not 
yet succeeded in forming a government 
since the December 31 elections. 

The results of the election were, in 
effe,ct, as vagu~ ~d complicated as the 
campaign waged 'by the dominant Labor 

· (,Continued on Back Page) 
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Wounded Kaee trial defeadeat Rusell ~ (lint from left). 

fare department without community 
input, calls for a family to be designated 
as "failing" if it meets one of 9 criteria. · 
These criteria include: persistent truancy 
on the part of the children of the family, 
habitual disobedience on the.part of 
children of the family, and two or more 
convictions of the custodian of the 
children for being or using .a.prostitute. 
Upon being designated as a "Failing 
Family," the family, whether it wants to 
or not, will be subjected to intensive 
evaluation and intervention. Intervention 
will include the use of "punitive resources~ 
and will be provided by an "elite corps 
with combat pay." Am,mg other things, 
the corps will include a policeman who 
will provide "intensive surveillance of 
the family members, slightly short of 
harassment." After an 18-month period, 
a "Final Plan" for the family will be 
developed that may include "Dispersal 
of the family by termination of'parental 
rights, adoption, or incarceration ... " 
(All quotes are from Aurthur's "The, 
Massive Intervention Team for Failing 
Families.") 

li.ng_ Indian uranium resources has· 
become vital.) 

ONE STRUGGLE 

As the AIM trials begin, the need to 
build broad support for Indian Treaty 
Rights has become urgent. Indians 
expect no help from Congress. As 
G. Magovern stated, "If you start with 
the wrongs ... that go back over a hun
dred years or more, every government 
that exists on the face of this earth 
would have to fall." Indians see as inevi
table the rieed to have confronted the 
government at Wounded Kneee. It 
marked an apex of Indian pride in recent 
years and many Indians see their struggle 
as a common one with other oppressed 
peoples: "American workers have 
always been told how much better off 
they are than everyone else, with their 
cars and houses. Now they can't even 
.get enough gas to get to work," an AIM 
member told me. "An awful lot of 
peop_le have experienced the repression 
of the government and the alienation of 
t_his way ~f life." 

Wou, " · d · d K · ·.· ~drop eu! rate of Iiiaians. AlM. also· •. , ., •. . . . n e nee· . ii.i:1p~~ fouml tultural centers,employ- ,At'!( END TO' BROKEN TREATlES " ~-. ,, .• 
.\.t-;·_·/.·:.',.,... , .'•'k!l}e.n,t.k~'f_)t-Pgrams,menfalhealth ~ ·,·~~,..,"· ,.:: ·': ,.· ... ·· ·-}., · /.J -~':':''"t"""o;,·._,,···. , 

:: • l _.rc_o.~f!~uedJ':~"1 P_,~e) J_ . _::,, .. : ' . ', ·~g!!~s ;~amtJllt~h~lisn;~at~~t; ' ., . :. '.T~~}~~(;,f.B_i:~f e~--T'ii~'a1~;s th~"'''\~.:.; ~-: -(T~~~ ,~'i~~'.:k6i~t~~ ·1mii;rt''New· 
-t~.. • .rn81,A1l"?lment Act), and'had iimp.0S$f:,' "; •. !~e:1t1e~·-·. , .. · ' . . ~~~uar'!'1~·the .tak~o~.r of ~he~-:: .. •·. :€~riji:s-11~rrl,_a_~_~~:OffaltJiwad,;. ,.· . ._, 

'lt"fystem..of_gtm-rnment on the Indians ,. . :··., . -~ m ~.a~t!!St.Pi\fi.,C,~in i:972 signalled-. ·and~a.qiese~t~.,.< , .... ,. , 
thath?d•no.checks and b.al;mces (throl.Wl CAPITALISM V~. lNOIAN VALUES a,sh1ft in NM s focus, away from,eform 
the 1926 Indian Reorganization Act). · of'urbari -institutions, to a strategy of "· 
In the early J950's, it embarked on a In the course of the struggle for confrodtation•on the issue of treaty '•~·-
relocation program. Under the leader- basic human rights, young urb,m rights. This strategy was an outgrowth 
ship of Dillan Myers, who headed the American Indians not only'began to of the recognition of the incompatibility 
internment program of Japanese Amer- redis~over their cultural heritage, but between Indian values and the demands 
icans during the second world war, the also came to realize the basic' incom- of rriodern industrial society. 
BIA began offering money to Indians to patibility between it and the demands The realizl!tion that only in a reserva-
move from the reservation to urban of American society. Basic incompati- tion setting could Indian culture survive 
locations selected by the government. bilities between the two value systems implied three immediate political goals:· 
Trapped on reservations where there implies that the most Indians can expect first, to drive a wedge between the BIA 
were no jobs and, r_uled.by corrupt poli- to retain of their cultural heritage under and the oil and mineral interests it is 
tical machines that had replaced tradi- capitalist cultural pluralism is its mere allied with through the Department of 
tional forms of tribal government, superficial trappings: "beads and fried Interior; second, to rid the reservations 
thousands of American fodians were bread," as one man put it. The competi- of the U. S.-imposed form of government 
forced to move to the city. Arriving in liveness and alienation of American that concentrated power in the hands of 
the city, they were given one month's society conflicts with Indian traditions one man, the tribal chairman; and third, 
rent from the BIA:and,from J 95 6 on, ~... of resp~ctfor 0 h!,!man~~hip§, ~.... to deman,ct tJ:!atJ,h:.~· S._[uJl}JWs !I.£1Jt}'.· 
some job training. While they were on emphasis on quantity of procluction o6liga'ticins."Tne thfra goal is crucial be-
the reservation the sole agent ~f Indians' conflicts with Indian traditions.that cal use it is the key to the possibility of 
oppression had been the BIA; in the - emphasize quaH!r· and workmanship. economic independence for Indians. 
city they experienced repressiop. from The atomization of society conflicts . Following the government's destruc-
all-sides. They were forced into provid- with traditional reliance on the exten- hon of the buffalo in the 19th century, 
'ing a cheap labor pool to fill the most ded family as a means of conflict reso- the,Indians negotiated treaties that guar-
menial jobs in the economy, subject lution in the family. And the rape of an teed them mineral rights over large 
to white racism, police harassment, nature is antithetical to traditiolfal areas of land. Even though these minetals 
cultural indoctrination in the schools Indian respect for nature. were of no value in tpe Indian culture 
poor housing, and the white welfare ' In a society based on profit, only and economy, tribal leaders realized 
bureaucracy. At the same time, they the dominant culture is provided for. that they were a scarce and valuable 
saw, as O_!l~ woman put it, "Rockefeller As an Indian woman put it, pn commodity for whites. Although in sub-
living high off the hog on land ripped hearing Buffy St. Marie on the radio: sequent years the Indians were forced 
off from the Indians." "What station is that? They must want onto smaller and smaller reservations, 

to go broke!" and large tracts of their land were 

AIM'S ROLE IN STRUGGLE 

AIM was born in 1968 out of the 
struggle against this repression. 
Equipped with radios capable of 
picking up police broadcasts,,AIM began 
shadowing police cars around Indian 
neighborhoods in Minneapolis. By pro
viding witnesses and lawyers for victims 
of unjust arrest, AIM helped cut down 
the incidence of police harassment. 

AIM went on to set up numerous 
service programs in the.next four years. 
An Indian Health Board was set up to 
provide health care because •hospitals in 
the area ( that were only 60% full) 
refused Indians service unless they could 
guarantee payment in advance. A sur
vival school was begun after the Minnea
polis schools made only token moves to 
help cut down on the 92% high school 

In spite of AIM's and the Indian leased to whites for $1 per year, the 
community's efforts, police harassment treaties still have the force of law. Under 
still ~ontinues. The AIM oatrol had to the 1868 Sioux Treaty, the Indian re-
b~ st~rted ~gain in 1973 after the polic~ tained sole control over land that includes 
let their attack dogs loose in the Indian the whole of South Dakota and parts of 
neighborhood and began using mace Nebraska, Wyoming, and Montana.'Within 
"because the Indians have lice." Indians these boundaries fall Homeste.ad Mine 

' still have the highest unemploym!:nt which is the largest gold mine in the 
rates, child mortality rates, and shortest wester.n hemisphere, and the only gold 
life expectancy of any group in the U.S. mine in the U.S. Also within 'these boun-

Indicative of the welfare bureaucracy's daries falls the only uranium source for 
attempt to impose its ways on Indians atomic reactors. The gold mine su·pplies 
and other working class people is a plan most of the gqld that backs U.S. currency 
for "Failing Families" by Hennepin and keeps the government from having 
County Juvenile Cou(t Judge Lindsay to sell dollars to buy gold abroad. Pre-
Aurthur. Details of the plan were leaked liminary research indicates that about 
to this writer by a member of the Indian two-thirds of U. S. mineral resources lie 
community who declined to reveal her beneath Indian t;eaty land. (As Arab 
source within the city welfare department. peoples assert their right to receive a 
The plan, which will be considered for fair price for their oil from U.S. com-
adoption by the courts, P?lice, and wel- panies the government stake in'control·-

T~ New American Movement (NAM) exists to help organize·a movement for demo
cratic socialism ii) the United States. Our aim is to establish working-class·control oJ the 
enormous productive capacity of .American industry, to create a society that will provide 
material cpmfort and security for all people, and in which the full and free development 
of every individual wrn be the basic goal. Such a society will strive for decentralization of 
decision makjng,.an end to bureaucratic rule, and -participation of all people in shaping 
lheir own lives and the direction of society. We believe thit elimin_ation of sexist and racist 
institutions and the dismantling of American economic and social control abroad are cen
tral to the s,ruggle for socialism. 

For more information on NAM, please write: , 

NATIONAL'OFFICE: 

New American Movement 
2421.E. Franklin Avenue So. 
Minneapolis, MN 55406 
612-333-0970 

NEWSPAPER:. 

N_ew American Movement Newspaper 
388 Sanchez Street 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
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YOU CAN'T ALWAYS 
GET ·WHAT YN WANT 

by Econ0mic Research Group 
Middlesex NAM . 

THE NEXT TIME you go to. the 
supermarket there may not be an¥ 
big brown paperbags_ available for 
carrying home your purchases. But 
don't worry. The "great paper bag 

• crisis" so far seems to be confined to 
certain -regions. But at least one major 
East. Coast chain has started paying 
customers a penny (yes, a whole penny!) 
for returning good bags. 

The paper bag situation is part of a 
general paper products shortage that 
seems to include everything from 

The expansion of exports in 1973 
was a result of policy actions taken by 
the government when the U. S. trade _ 
situation was so dismal in 1971 and 
1972. Most important was the devalu
ation of the dollar. This made American 
goods -cheaper for foreign buyers, and. 
made foreign goods more expensive for 
American buyers. The result is that 
foreigners buy more American goods 
and people in the U. S. buy less for-
eign goods. 

.,. 

toilet paper to the pages of Readers 
Digest. The paper situation in turn is 
only a particularly visible example of 
the shortages that have b~gun to appear 
in several sectors of the economy. 
Included in the list of scarce items are 
both basic materials like steel, alumi
num and cement (not to mention fuel), 
and consumer items ranging from bread 
to clothing. 

For example, in 1971, before the 
first devaluation of the dollar, a Japa
nese buyer had to pay roughly 360 
yen to purchase one dollar's. worth of 
Amerkan goods. By mid-1973, the 
same amount of U. S. goods cost only 
260 yen. Naturally, this meant that 
Japanese businesses and consumers 
bought many more U. S. exports in 
1973 than in 1971. The reverse effect 
was felt within the U. S.--imports, 
from Japan were much more expen
sive in 1973 than in 1971. 

concentrated in certain sectors of the dampening the workplace militancy 
economy where it had a larger impact. that had begun to appear in the years 
Food exports, for example, almost of near full-employment and political 
doubled, from $7 billion in 1972 to turmoil in the late 1960's. , 
$13' billion in 1973. The U. S. expor- Follow,ing the recession, in 1972' and 
ted about one-tenth of all its farm 1973 business enjoyed a profitable 
products in 197'2, and about one- climate for expap.sion. Workers' demands, The overall result of the devalua

tion of the dollar was a sharp im
provement in the U. S. trade position. 
Preliminary figures (final data for 
1973 are not yet -in) indicate thaf 
while u'. S. imports rose by about 

fifth in 1973. Such a rapid rise in food still "disciplined" by high unemployment, 
All these shortages reflect the severe 

troubles currently facing U. S. capital
ism. The sanguine forecasts of business 
consultants and government advisors 
will not make the troubles go away. 
Nor, however, will the recitation of 
·old formulas by the left make the cur
rent situation into "the final crisis." To 
be sure, the U. S. economy is in a 
period of crisis, but it is a relatively 
new type of crisis arid requires fresh 
analysis. 

exports--due both to the dollar devalu- were moderate; profits rose much faster 
ation and to a series of natural disasters than wages and s~laries. (Recessions 
in other countries' agriculture last year-- always produce such a climate in the 
was bound to cause shortages. first phase of the recovery, one of the 

$13 billion over 1972 levels, U. S. 
exports rose faster, by at'least $20 
billion and possibly more. This was 
great for the balance of payments (the 
bankers and government officials who 
worry about thti balance of payments 
have been thrilled), but it was also a 
major cause of shortages and inflation 
in the United States. 

Export-related shortages are not reasons why an occasional recession is 
confined to food ,products. At least good for business.) Government policy, 
$10 billion of last year's export increase as well, has been oriented to stimulating 
was in manufactured goods. While this the economy, ever since the beginning 
is still small relative to total manufac- of the recession--the federal government 
turing production of roughly $400 ran substantial deficits from early 1970 
billion, again the exports were concen- through the first quarter of 1973, over 
trated in particular areas,-leading to $22 billion deficit in 1971 alone, a 
shortages. Heavy export d\!mand has post-World War II record. 
dri~en prices sky-high on a variety of The statistics of the 1972-73 expan-AN OVERVIEW 

1~ The current shortages have their 

T!ie problem was that production in 
some parts of the economy could not 
be expanded fast enough to meet the 
$20 billion increase in demand. Com-

America~ manufactures, ranging from sion are as follows: real gross national 
plywood to oil-drilling equipment. product increased by 6 percent in 

diate roots in cert~in, import_ant 
~at--apptartd.lliri-~nomy
ummer. Most important were the, 

--pared- to •tltti•~'11gt.osi!,¼lmtitl'!td! •~ t 
produc;,t of around $1,300 billion, the 
$20 billion increase in exports may not 
seem like much (less than 2 percent); 
but the increase in export demand was 

~ Last year's dramat!c increase in ., .. •- eac.l!,._ ol.,;.~ ~y~s-~.Y;ta\. I.t;.al_a~ter:..,.- ~ .. 
"ldtMg~"!ffl~. tdt,!11: EMt'Ml!!tl: tax personaf~mcome increased by 3 -

1 

• closely related phenomena of a rapid 
with an upswing in the domestic percent in 1972 and by 5 percent in 

I growth ,of U. S. exports and a rapid 
economy, as the recovery from th_e 1973; after-tax profits, in real terms, 

' expansion of the entire economy. 
1970-71 recession continued. That were up 8 percent in 1972- and then 
recession had "disciplined" labor, shot up by at least 20 percent (perhaps 

as much as 25 percent) in 1973. 
Re12ression in Houston 

·-Our Crime- . 1 ~ 1 /Pic11-61-~ .--___ -· I • • • ~1-,,tfu.I. . ~• •t, -
• The first reason, a general one, agent pulled in black activist Lee Otis 

b A f NAM. concerns the enormous stake the U. S. Johnson for thirty years on a single 
Y us m - t h · · t · · the 

TWELVE PEOPLE who protested governmen as _m ~am ammg joint--it took a defense movement 
U S . 1 t . th M·d-E tat mythology of Ziomsm, _at least pas- three years to get him out. In 1970 

• · mvo ~emen m e i as sively among large sections of the · · 
a demonstration in Houston (Texas) : h d a pohce smper squad murdered 21-

Amencan people. T e emonstrators Id C 1 H h · f last October are experiencing ~e U.S. . h H s year-o ar ampton,.c airman o 
b d f . . were charged m t e ouston pres People's Party II in the infamous 

ran ° Justice. . . with anti-Semitism, although they · ' 
Five of the I 2 Jose Barngo Miguel . . . h d 1 1 b t h Dowlmg Street Massacre. Two other 

TruJ·illo Jr Willi~m Christians~n distm
1
~uis e cdearhy J e :Vehen t el revolutionaries, Johnny Coward and 

, ·, . ' . Israe i state an t e ewis peop e ·1 d d · 
Alex Rodriguez and Roy Bartee Hlule, ( h d . h . t Roy Bartee Hai e, were woun e m 

, . fores a owmg t e outcry agams th sh · d h d · h 
ages 21 to 28, are scheduled to begm . . ? ) A Ale Rodri •uez e ooting an c arge wit 
trial February 10th on charges of D~mel Berng~n · · sth.. x g assault wiPi int,ent to murder a 

• . . said "Our .cnme was at we were 1. ffi H" h f aggravated assault on a policeman and ' f d 
1 1 1 . k t r po 1ce-o 1cer. istory as a way o 

assault on a policeman with intent to palar1 do banyor ehr YA, ~ga t ~c e ~ne repeating itself. 
murder ' c le Y out gains ar an Since October 9 Houston has 

Triai date has not yet been set for Fastism to oppose the r~le of_ the gotten a new mayor and a new 
seven other defendants also arrested at ~- S. government _an~ big_ business police chief, but it's not likely_ that 
the demonstration. The seven face the m another war--this time in .the this will do the 12 much good. :rhe 
lesser charge of aggravated assault on a Middle EaSt . The U. S. has_ JUst Houston Twelve Defense Committee 
policeman. . gotten ou~ of one war, which lasted has been working hard to bring the 

The I 2 defendants were arrested ten years. facts of the case to people in Houston, 
October 9 while they peacefully Second, many of the demonStra- to raise the issue of police brutality, --
picketed a fundraising rally for Israel tors had picketed a HouSton police especially against minorities, and to 
attended by then Mayor Louie Welch. academy gradu~tion two w_ee~s b~fore put together a good legal defense, 
(The rally raised over a quarter of a the demonSiratwn, proteSting racism Since the outbreak of the Mid-East 
million dollars.) Twenty-five sign- on the police ~orce. Undoubted!~, the war, it's become clear that leftists in 

. . k t. tt k d b cops were anx10us to revenge this the U, S. can no longer maintain a carrymg pie e s were a ac e y a • . 
£ rce -of 100 police armed with guns embarrassment, and felt that a _demon- polite silence on the question of Israel. 
cfubs, lead-lined flashlights, dogs, and ~tration againSt Zionism would be an Zionism, often accompanied by racism 
a helicopter. The 12 were beaten again isolated easy target. Even J;>_y U.S. . against Arabs, stands squarely' in the 
and again- 1heir lives were threatened stand~rds, th~ HoµSion police force is path of developing any consistent anti-

di ' o 1 ·d d especially brutal. Herman Short, who imnerialist consciousness among work-repeate y. n y wi esprea commu- p 1. Chi f t th t· f th I:' . . d was o ice e a e ime o e · 1 · h. t Th H mty support stopped the beatmgs an . . · . mg pet>p e in t is coun ry. e ol_lston 
lowered the bail from a total of demonSira~wn, had a -~pecia

1
1. ~isiory 12:took a stand against Zionism and 

$255,000 to $74,000. of sp~ns~rm~ _attacks on po itJca for the Palestinian people--they deserve 
Wh th" . . b t }? orgamzat10ns m Houston. In the late our support. To send money, get 

Wh 
y·wthas ihs repressiohn so? ruS a · sixties, the police suppressed student 

at are e c arges so eavy ome further information, or be placed on 
: · demonstrations at the predominantly 
of the reasons are general, and affect bl k T · St t U . .1 b the mailing list, write to the Houston 
all of us; some are special problems ac . ex;as . a e . mversi y y . 12 Dt:fense Committee, 3250 ·Moore 

f · · · H t shootmg-up,,invading, and ransacking Street, Houston, Texas 77009.• o orgamzmg m ous on. th ·d I 196g d~ · e orms. n , an un ercover-

This rapid gi;owth of the last two 
years, combined-with the export boom, 
has straine_d the capacity of some parts 
of the manufacturing sector. At first 
glance it appears that capacity growth 
during the last -few years was sufficient 
to meet the new demands: between 
1967 and 1972 total manufacturing 
capacity grew by about 30 percent. 
However, some industries expanded 
more slowly. In the same five-year 
period, the capacity of the basic 
materials industries--petroleum, steel, 
paper, aluminum, natural and synthetic 
fibers, etc.--inqeased only 19 percent. 
In other words, the fow profit rates 
that began to appear in the late 1960's 
and c'ontinued through 1971 discour
aged investment in certain key indus
tries. 

The most visible aspect of this prob
lem is the energy crisis. By now it is 
widely known that the current shor
tages of petroleum products are due 
primarily to · the lack of investment in 
refining capacity over the past few 
years. !In addition to the generally low 
profits of those· years, the oil compa
nies faced Middle Eastern nationalism, 
demands for environmental protection, 
_and other polit_ical forces which threa
tened to reduce oil profits even 
further. (Cutting back investment in 
refineries was not necessarily the act 
of "conspiracy;" it was the rational 
response, under capitalism, for a 
company facing actual ar:d threatened 
declines in profits.) Several years of 
low profits seendo have'caused- simi
lar, though less extreme, situations in 

· other basic materials industries. 

(Continued on Page 10) 
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books 
A Vision Of Human 
Experience 

by Elayne Rapping 
The Summer Before the Dark, by · Pittsburgh NAM 

Doris Lessing domestic effects of a power crisis while 

TO COUNTLESS American feminists reflecting on its larger meaning, the 
the name Doris Lessing has a special . connection between the private exper-
meaning. To me, The Golden Notebook, ience and the public event is clear. The 
read in political ignorance and isolation, insights of these ·early pages-Kate's sud-
was an emotional and intellectual cata- den realization that her thoughts, her 
lyst which gradually buLunquestionably actions, even her most private feelings, 
changed my life: It made me a feminist are mere socially-determiqed cliches, 
before I knew the word. More importantly, while what she really feels is "something' 

else again" -are extended' and refined its portrayal of a woman's struggle to Hve 
creatively, productively, and autonomously throughout the book. She searches.for 
in a male-dominated world, placing that that "something else again," first in her 
struggle Jn a broader political context, led past, and then in various possible 
me ultimately to see the mutual interde- avenues of escape: a job, an affair, 
pendence of feminism and socialism, and even a retreat into madness. 
to define myself in those terms. The job, she soon realizes, is no 

For Lessing is, above all, a political different froll'I her role at home: She 
artist who has struggled to integrate the could accept a job "in this organization, 
personal and political, the private ahd or another like it, for no other rea~on 
public, the psychological and ideological than that she was unable to switch 
in all her work. The task has been diffi- herself out of the role of.provider of 
cult: "I'm tormented by the ·inadequacy c,onsolation, warmth, 'sympathy.' She 
ofthe imagination ... the conflict between had been set like a machine by twenty-
my life as a writer and the terrors of our odd years of being a wife and mother." 
time," she s-aid recently. "I feel the And with her young Jover, things are 
writer is obligated to dramatize the much the same.'Again, she is rewarded 
political conflicts of the time .. .I am for performing the services of wife and 
unable to embody my political vision in mother. Again, she finds herself "in 
a novel." Nevertheless, she has pursued it, that most familiar of all situations

alert ,. vigilant, while a creature- slept against the grain of literary fashion and . 
who was younger than herself." at the cost of critical neglect, misunder-

standing, and even ridicule. The New York At this point the novel moves 
Times, for example, saw in her most beyond the "normal" to the landscape 
recent novel, The Summer Before the of "madness" in which Lessing's hero-
Dark, nothing more than a trite soap ines so often learn their deepest, most 
opera about shattering truths. Stripped by her ill-

ness of the "skin privileges" of sexual 
a 45-year-old London housewife attractiveness and social grace, Kate 
who takes a job,witl1 an intei;.q<&;- --.,....;,,o. sees-herself.and hersistef-S,,through-...-
tional service organization and new eyes. She observes young women 
discovers that mothering is mar- moving with "grace, freedom ... cohfi-
ketable. She travels abroad and dence," .while her contemporaries 
enters into an affair with a move as though "afraid of being 
young man, only !O find that he trapped .. ·.as if surrounded by 
is deatbly ill. She returns to fovisible enemies;" and_, recognizing 
London, ill herself, slowly pulls herself in these tormented creatures, 
herself tog~ther, and ~t 1a'st she concludes that she has been 
goes home restored to health, "demented ... obses~ed from morning 
wiser, more critical, and more _till night, about management, organiza-
at ease with the idea of growing tion .. .how things ought to go." 
old and dying. On this level the novel gives a very 
The Summer Before the Dark, like Laingian view of modern life, especially 

all Lessing's novels, is essentially politi- family life. For Kate's family, like so 
cal. Beginning on the first page, when many Laing describes, is on the surface 
Kate Brown copes with the immediate happy and harmonious. But Kate, 

Carolina Deat~ P~nalty 

Capital Punishment 
Aimed at Blacks 

by Bob McMahon 
Chapel Hill NAM 

ONE THOUSAND-blacks and whites 
gathered in Raleigh, North Carolina, on 
Sunday, January 13, to declare their 
opposition to North Carolina's death 
penalty. North Caroiina now has 22 con

. victs on Death Row, over half the 
nation's total of prisoners facing execu
tion. 

The number sentenced to die in 
North Carolina results from a state 
Supreme Court ruling ii) January, 1973, 
making the death_penalty mandatory for 
capital crimes. The state court ruli!1g 
was made in an attempt to comply with 
a U.S. Supreme Court ruling that the 
death penalty was unc,onstitutional when 
unevenly and capriciously applied. The 
death sentence in North Carolina is now 
required for all persons convicted of 

first degree murder, rape, arson, and 
first degree burglary. 

Participants at the rally included 1-50 
blac:ks who made a two-day march to 
Raleigh from Tarboro, North Carolina, 
where three blacks accused of raping a 
white woman were sentenced to death 
in August. Also present were some sixty 
members of families of persons sentenced 
to death. These people have formed an 
organization ca.lied Concerned Families 
for Justice Against Capital _Punishment 
·to fight together against the death pen
alty. 

The.primary org~izers of the.rally 
were the Southern Christian Leadership · 
Conference and the North Carolina
Virginia Commission for Racial Justice 
of the United Church of Christ. White, 
and especially black churches were a 
strong presence at the rally. A number, 
of church spokesmen followed each i 

other in announcing their church's 

... 

recalline: the "years when she felt as if izing male-controlled enterprises. 
she were locked in a large box with This insight into the universality of 
four perpetually exploding egos," feminine destiny is at t~e · heart of the 
suddenly- sees-her family, and every novel which ends, appropriately, whert 
family, as a "quietly pulsating organism" Kate has the first wholly honest relation-
at the hub of which.is a "woman, ship of her life, with a young woman 
sparks flying off hel in all directions about to marry and seal the 'fate Kate 
as the psyches grind together like has tried so desperately to escape. Kate 
pebbles on a beach in a storm." can be open with Maureen, with whom 

Le~sing's analysis of the family she shares an apartment while preparing 
goes beyond the merely psychological, to return to her family, because they are 
however, to the economic and institu- both temporarily fo social limbo and 
tional roots of Kate's alienation. For~ therefore free of th,e competition and 
she, like most women, has been labor- resentment which mars so many female 
ing, serving, producing products for relationships. 
someone or something other than her- The novel ends ambiguously, however, 
self, the ultimate uses of which have for while Kate·can help Maureen to under-
had nothing to do with her desires or stand her fate more clearly than she 
choices. herself had, she cannot help her to change 

Tpe novel never loses sight of this it. There is, at best, in the relationship 
political truth, or of the crucial connec- between the two women, a sense of con-
tions between Kate's experiences and tinuity and growth, from generation to 
those of women everywhere. Lessing generation, in our consciousness of the 
comments on· the subtle but cruel forces determining our lives. Maureen 
exploitation of an airline stewardess, and the r.est of us, Lessing seems t~.s~x;. • •-. 

-~eceptacle-for-admiration;desiri'; _,,_will contiiiue"fo act"out ouYhistoricilly- - -
envy" whose function is "to dispense determined charade, at least into the 
Jove" and project "the idea of easily forseeable future; but we wiir do it with 
avail\lble, guilt-free sex," but who, when increasing self-conscious.ness and disaf-
she marries,will become useless and fection. This isn't much to take to bed 
miserable, "like·a child ... the grownups . with you in a time of political uncertainty, 
-have iot bored with." but it does at least transcend the shallow 

Such parenthetical reflections on the 
lives of women of various ages, classes, 
and Iffl'!•styles form a composite picture 
of tontenworary womanhood, the 
common denominator o(which is the 
feminine role as defined by the struc
ture and dynamic of the·nuclear family. 
For all women, everywhere, no matter 
what their title, are wives and mothers, 
serving, assisting, r~pairing and organ-

opposition to capital punishment and 
in reaffirming '"Thou shalt not kill.' 
If the individual does not have the 
right to kill, neither does the state." 

Other sections of the black comJ 
munity were also present. A black 
attorney and state legislator who spoke' 
called for attacking the roots of crime 
in poverty and discrimination rather 
than merely focusing on punishment. 
He called for giving the poor and 
oppressed the means to rise within the 
system. Owusu Sadaukai, a founder of 
the African Liberation Support Com
mittee, told tile audience "You cannot 
talk about the death penalty without 
speaking about racism and its origins in 
capitalism." He urged those present to 
go back and organize--in the community 
and especially in the workplace--so that 
iliey could "hit the Man where it hurts." 

Most speakers condemned the death 
penalty as racist, pointing our how it is 
only used in North Carolina against 
blacks, Indians, and the poor of all 
"races who lack the power to defend 
themselves effectively. Several speakers 
pointed to the use of the rape charge as 
a vehicle of oppression. Convictions are 
almost never obtained except when 
black men rape white women. This was 
tied"to the myth of pure Southern 
Womanhood, in which white women 

nihilism of so much contemporary art 
and leaves us clinging, if only by a 

'thre·al, to a vision of human experience 
as shared, cortinuous, and historically 
progressive·• · 

were the exclusive property of white 
men not to be violated by black men 
with~ut fearsome retribution. The rape 
·charge, as it is actually enforced, was 
labeled as a way to reaffirm the sub
jugation of both black men and white 
women. 

The rally voted unanimously to call 
for abolition of the- death sentence and 
commutation of sentence for ·all now 
on Death Row. A compr,omise "murder 
only" death penalty now being discussed 
by the state legislature was condemned. 

Other organitations sponsoring the 
rally included the NAACP, the North 
Carolina Civil Liberties Union, and the 
N~rth Carolina Council of Churches.• 
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No Peace For Peron 

JUAN DOMINGO PERON's return 
to power last year was hailed by much 
of the Argentinian working class as a 
victory against the military which had 
ruled Argentina since 1955. But last 
month Peron replaced the commanders 
of the Argentinian arrriy and navy with 
officers who the New _York Times des
cribed as having a "more conservative 
political line." Peron has presided over 
a general purge of leftists within the 
Peronist movement in the government 
and the unions and decreed a moratorium 
on strikes throughout the country. What 
first seemed like a triumphant gain for 
the Argentinian working class has 
become a growing nightmare that seems 
to be headed toward a revolutionary 
showdown. 

PERON AND PERONISM 

Peron first came to ppwer in a 1943 
coup of Rfficers who were sympathetic 
to European fascism and who sought to 
keep Argentina out of the war in opposi
tion to the wishes of much of the 
Argentinian·bourgeoisi'e and the powerful 
Communist P(lrty of Argentina. As 
Minister of Labor, Peron organized 
':'alternatives" to the Communist and 
Socialist'.Jed unions. His dual unions met 
with the favor of much of the Argentinian 
working class because of the Communist's 
no-strike pledge in a period of great 
gains for Argentinian capitalism. 

by Nick Rabkin 
Berkeley NAM 

"Braden (then U.S. ambassador) or 
Pero:11--Dependence or Liberation!" 
Peron was the easy victor. 

Post-War Argentina was a prosperous 
exporter to a devastated Europe. Peron 
nationalized the grain and beef export 
industry and applied its profits to 
industrial development. In.the process a 
new urban proletariat grew and a new 
national bourgeoisie developed. Both 
groups w_ere enthusiastically loyal to 
Peron. 

As .Europe recovered through the 
forties and early fifties, Argentina 
became increasingly dependent on foreign 
investment for its economic development. 
The super-profits demanded by foreign 
inyestors--predominantly from the U.S.--

THE CORDOBAZOS 

Cordoba is Argentina's most recently 
industrialized city. The rebellion began 
at the Fiat plants which were constructed 
after Peron's fall and whose workers had 
no tradition of paternalistic Peronist 
trade unionism. They responded to 
Ongania's addition of four hours to their 
work week and his refusal to negotiate 
with their union by seizing the factories 
and threatening to burn the111 to the 
ground. This action by 8,000 a~to 
workers led to sit-downs in all of Cordoba's 
major plants. Students joined workers in 
barricading Cordoba and Rosario, the 
third largest industrial city. 

The "cordobazo" ended only after 
thousands of deaths, injuries, and 
arrests. Pr~perty damage was in the 
millions of pesos. The military then 
replaced Ongania with General Marcelo 
Levingston. By that time the labor 
movement was rebelling against the govern
ment and its corrupt Peronist union 
leadership. 
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were two successful general strikes and 
in the first half of 1971, general strikes 
shut down the workplaces of Cordoba 
nine times. When Levingston ordered the 
'tlecapitation of the subversive serpent" 
in Cordoba the workers again took to 
the streets in dt:fense of their unions. 
Eight days after the outset of this second 
cordobazo, Levingston was replaced by 
yet another general, Lanusse. 

Lanusse legalized all bourgeois parties 
and promised free elections in three 
years. His strategy was to strike a more 
permanent bargain with the forces of 
Peronism. Peron himself would be 
allowed to return to Argentina in 
return for promises of labor peace and 
the isolation and extermination of the 
revolutionary left. 

Peron has· actively pursued his part 
of the bargain since his return last 
August.-The crowd which greeted him at 
the Ezeiza Airport included activists 
from the Ie(t wing of the Peronist 
movement who have moved to a r<,vo
lutionary socialist position. Right-wing 
Peronists fired on them. Part of the 
bargain was Peron's dismissal of the 
army and navy commanders appointed 
oy Hector Campora, the centrist 
Peronist who had preceded Peron in 
the Presidency. 

' 
" I 

The Peronist movement today is a 
populist movement that includes parts 
of the Argentinian bourgeoisie and 
large parts of the working class. In the 
years since Peron's first reign the move
ment has become increasingly ideologi
cally polarized with bourgeois Peronists 
and trade union bureaucrats leading the 
right wing and ~ank and file workers 
leading the left. The right has maintained 
control of the movement as a whole 
because of its superior organization and 
direct support from Peron. The massacre 
at Ezeiza and the purge of leftists from 
positions of power has taught many 
Peronists that they may actually have an 

Since the first cordobazo, left-wing 
Peronists and revolutionary socialists 
have organized at least five urban guer
rilla groups. The most important of 
these, the People's Revolutionary Army 
(ERP), has claimed responsibility for the 
assassination of several top Peronist 
labor bureaucrats. ERP has also kid
napped several top representatives of 
imperialism in Argentina and made 
political demands part of the ransom. 
When ERP kicfnapped a Swift Meats 
executive, they demanded improved 
working conditions for Swift workers 
and payment of $63,000 to workers' 
neighborhood councils. Most recently 
ERP demanded $1 million to be dis
tributed among workers and the 
unemployed for the safe return o(a 
Standard Oil executive who they still 
hold. 

The levef of militance in Argentina 
has creared a climate in which foreign 
investment has all but dried up. The 
Ford Motor Co-. has removed all of its 
executives from Argentina. Peron's 
dependence on foreign capital is clearly 
threatened by this situation and he is 
doing what he can to change it. 

But it does not appear likely that 
Peron will succeed in unifying the 
Peronist movement and bringing labor 
peace to Argentina. Latin America 
has'experienced the Cuban rev<j.)ution 
ah'd A'rgenfirla tJ-ie•cordoba~os since 
Peron was first deposed. The workers 
of Argentina will not settle for a new 
conciliation with imperialism, even 
under the aegis-of Juan Per-0n. 

A right-wing military co~p.remains 
a threat that will increase as unity , 
grows between leftist Peronist and 
socialist forces. Peron's appointment 

When the war ended the military 
chose to return to a more conservative 
labor policy and removed Peron from 
his cabinet post. The union's response io 
this move forced elections in which 
Peron ran for the presidency against a 
popular front alliance of the C. P., S. P., 
radical conservatives, and progressive 
democrats. That alliance enjoyed 
financial-backing-from,.the .U.- S .• govem
ment. Peron focused his campaign on 
nationalistic promises and the slogan, 

• ""i:lleiilr\VHf'l111 tll~P~TOffl~bllOwtm!l!t" •..f::ev-i.ngston- w,as.unabl~tem-the 
rising tide of militance. In 1970, there 
and a chronic inflation led to the erosion 
of the workers' gains of the forties. 

of rightists to high positions in the 
military may set the stage for this coup, 
much as Allende's compromises set the 
stage for the bloodbath in Chile. But if 
the armed guerrilla groups and the left
wing Peronists are able to organize a 
unified revolutionary party, their 
emphasis on state power in Argentina 
ma~'lnak~1he"'r'estrlt of-such a cotrfron
tation altogether different. • 

The Traitors is a new film from 
Argentina on Peronism, trade unions, 
and revolution in that country. The 
film portrays the life of a typical 
union bureaucrat--his initial steps as a 
leader in the workers' struggle, his 
lack of faith in the victory of his 
class and his alliances with the regime 
and the capitalists--his betrayal of the· 
workers. It also portrays the develop
ment and consolidation of a new 
socialist revolutionary left in Argentina 
--a response to the betrayal of 
Peronism. 

The Traitors was made by a collec
ti¥e ·of professional filmmakers and 
revolutionaries under semi-secret con
ditions shortly before the elections 
that brought Peronism back to power 
in Argentina. It is a tremendously 
powerful film, the best political 
movie since State of Siege techni
cally, and it is available for rent in 
16 mm. Contact Tricontinental 
Film Center at P. 0. Box 4430, 
Berkeley, CA 94704, or 244 West 
27 Street, New Yprk, NY 10001. 

N.R. 

In 1953-4 a wave of rank-and-file rebel
lions were violently repressed by Peron. 
In 1955, while Peron was giving 
Pagagonian oil rights to Standard Oil, 
a small group of pro-imperialist officers 
organiz~d a coup and toppled the 
government. 

MILITARY RULE AND THE UNIONS 

The military sought to ease foreign 
investment. At the same time loyal 
Peronists remained in control of the 
unions, through the Argentinian equiva
lent of the AFL-CIO, the Confederacion 
General de Trabajo (CGT) which had 
organized 90 percent of Argentina's 
workers. 

After seizing power, the military 
outlawed the top structure of the CGT. 
But its democratic internal structure 
led to rebellions among the workers. 
The government relegalized the 
Peronist bureaucracy and established 
a peace predicated on Peronist enforce
ment of labor discipline in return for 
personal gain for. the bureacrats and 
legality for the unions. An elected 
government held power from 1963 to 
1966, when a coup led by General 
Ongonia sought to crack down once 
again on the Peronists. In May, 1969, 
Ongania's repression sparked a rebellion 
in Cordoba. 

itself. 
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"While we are sure,steelworkers never 
welcome strike action, we are equally 
confident they know_ that there are 
times when the alternatives are worse. 
And under the gr<~und rules of freedom, 
American workers revere and uphold 
the precious right to lay down their 
tools when it becom(ts necessary. We 
shall always seek the orderly, harmo
nious solution through peaceful 
negotiations; but we will never sur
render our inherent right to withhold 
our labor when the even~s of the .time 
justify such action. " 

From USWA, "A NEW ERA," 
p. 18, from speech given by 
1. W. A be! at June l, 1965, 
inauguration as President of 
USWA. 

ON SEPTEMBER 16, 1973, a petition 
with over 2,000 signatures of rank and 
file steelworkers was presented to Abel 
in Pittsburgh opposing the "no-strike" 
agreement Bill Lit ch, a leader of the 
Rank and File Team, William Ross from 
District;} I committee to defend the 
right to strike, and George Edwards of 
the National Steelworkers rank and file 
rallied together to present the pe.titions'. 
Abel refused to meet with the three 
steel workers. 

On Monday, January 7, a·suit was 
filerl in the Western District of the 
Pennsylvania Federal Court to make the 
Exp~rimental Negotiating Agreement 
("no-s_trike" agreement) void and inopera
tive. The plaintiffs in the suit are thirty
three steel workers including Litch, 
Edwards, and Ross. Representing the 
rank and file workers are David Scribner, 
former chief counsel for the United 
Electrical workers, Arthur Kinoy, 
Michael Tigar, and John Mage, 

The suit ·charges Abe(William Burl<e, 
and John Johns (the International 
Officers) and the ten major steel com
panies with violating Title I of the 
Landrum-Griffin Act which guarantees 
the rank-and-file members the right to 
take part in uni.on decision-making. 

Scribner also contends that even 
had the union followed.democratic 
pro~edures (which they did not), the 
agreement would still be open to 
challenge. The EWA calls for steel 
workers to give up something definite, 
the right to strike, in exchange for 
things yet to be determined. 

A trial date has yet to be set. 

THE UNITED ·STEEL WORKERS 
of America has never been a democratic 

by Mark Cohen 
Pittsburgh NAM 

union. Its top heavy structure •is the 
fruit of its birth at the hands of John L. 
Lewis and the "New Deal." The first 
President of the USWA, Phillip Murray, 
was the International Vice-President of 
the UMW from 1920 until 1942. His 
successor as USWA President, David 
J. MacDonald, had been Murray's 
secretary during his tenure as Vice
President of the UMW, and moved 
over to the USWA along with his boss. 
Neither were steel workers. 

During Murray's term in office, the 
tTSW A agreed to lengthen the basic 
contract period from one to three years. 
So after the second world war, national 
strikes occurred every three years begin
ning in 1946 (Macbonald replaced 
Murray in 1952). The last national steel 
strike was in 19 59. 

The pattern of strikes at each contract 
expiration le.i the companies to begin 
stockpiling steel months before each 
contract ran out. This could have been 
avoided had the union insisted upon one
year ,:on tracts or if the union did not 
tell the companies when it planned to 
strike. But the USWA leadership had 
other ideas. 

After Murray's death, MacDonald 
took the second major step leading to 
the "no-strike" agreement. This period 
was characterized by MacDonald making 
tours of D.S. Steel mills with corpora
tion President Benjamin Fafrless anci 
traveling around in chauffeur-driven 
limousines. 

The 1959 national strike, the longest 
in the union!s history, was settled by 
federal intervention with inconclusive 
results. The companies precipitated the 
strike by attempting to change Section 
2B of the basic steel contract which 
limits the companies' control over local 
working conditions. While theindus"fry 
did not get a change in Section 2B, it 
•did get a "H]Jman Relations Committee" 
composed of top union and management 
personnel which the companies hoped 
would bring about a relaxation of work 
rules. 

Dur~ng the 1959 strike MacDonald, 
Vice-President Howard Hagle, and 
Secretary-Treasurer L W. Abel argued: 
"While your attention and the eyes of 
the public have been fixed· on the 
alleged affect of 'inflation' and · 
'foreign competition' the steel corpora
tions mapped their plan to atomize and 
completely undermine your job rights." 
Abel and his associates went on to 
explain that American industry was 
vulnerable to fo_reign competition due 

'to its high rat~ of profits. While 

Japanese concerns were working on a 
2-3 percent rate of profit and investing 
heavily in new technologies, the American 
steel industry had a rate of profit of 
about 10 percent in 1959. 
_. ~<W.t 9f the "Huma.n..E.elations. 
Committee" brought about a disgraceful 
contract in 1962. The union got about 
2.5 percent of the industry's employmertt 
costs in fringe benefits in return for no 
wage increase and the dropping of the 
cost-of-living clause. When MacDonald 
announced in 1964 that he did not 
intend to even threaten a strike when 
the contract expired in 1965, the stage 
was set for a palace coup. 

In a leaflet entitled "Where We Stand," 
the opposition declared: "The Abel-Burke
Molony Team-stands for 'Union Trustee
ship'--not 'Mutual Trusteeship!' The Unio·n 
can't serve two masters--the companies 
will take care of themselves---the Union's 
leadership must look after the interest of 
the membership!" 

But the militant rhetoric didn't last. 
long. In 1967 Abel first pr"oposed "arbi-

trating any issue which could not be 
resolved in the forthcoming negotiations." 
But, Abel promtsed to the international 
officers, "no agreement of this type could 
possibly be reached under any circum
stances witnout'priot app'rova1 from all 
the policy-making bodies within our 
union ... and a poll of the membership 
involved." Abel broke his promise when 
the USWA announced in March, 1973, 
that the union for(eited the right-to-
strike in 1974 contract negotiations 
without prior consultation with any of the 
poiicy-making bodies oth~r than the 
International Executive Board, nor by 
holding a membership referendum. It is 
not surprising that Abel waited until 
just after his re-election to make public 
the secret negotiations he'd been carry
ing on since 1967. 

Abel has put the finishing touches 
on turning the USW A into little more 
than an administrative arm of the 
companies. In 1971 the "productivity 
clause"'' was first written into the basic 
steer contract. Composed of joint 
union-management committees in 
every mill, the purpose is to insure 
"uninterrupted operations in the plants." 
How this benefits the company is self
evident. 

In 1971 there were 530,000 produc
tion and maintenance workers employed 
by American steel firms. In 1973 there 
were only 490,000 people employed. In 
1973 as well as 1971 the steel industry 
was producing near capacity but with 
40,000 fewer employees. To maintain 
the rate of production speed-up, job 
combination and crew reduction has 
been utilized resulting in a 25 percent 
increase.in accidents for the first 
quarter of i 972 over the rate for 1971. 

A few of the more honest local 
Presidents have gone on record against 
the no-strike agreement. But- thus far 
Abel has kept tight control over the 
union machinery. Resolutions in a 
number oflocals have also been passed 
opposing the agreement. 

For more information contact 

Workers Jr Democracy 
5305 Hohman Ave., Rm 505 
Hammond, Indiana (937-1800) 



RED LUNG 

by Joni Rabinowitz 
Pittsburgh NAM 

BLACK LUNG--the "coal miners' 
disease"--has been known for many 
years. But only recently have people 
suffering from this and similar occupa
tional diseases begun organizing to 
demand the right to safe working 
conditions. 

Pneumoconiosis is a general term 
referring to "disease caused by dust in 
the lungs." Coal dust gives a black color 
to the lungs. But steeJ workers, asbestos 
workers, iron and cotton workers are 
subject to.other lung diseases. With steel 
workers, dust and particles from ferrous 
metals eriters the lungs, and eats holes 
in them. Iron oxide (rusted iron particles) 
gives the lungs a reddish color; hence, 
the name "red lung disease." This lung 
disease, similar to emphysema, gets 
progressively worse, beginning with 
shortness of breath and dizziness, and 
often ending in an u&lY death. 

Dr. I. E. Buff, a cardiologist active 
in the Black Lung movement, has been 
treating coal miners for twenty years. 
Publicity of his work was partially 
responsible for the Black Lung move-

ment in the coal fields, and the subse
quent interest by union officials whose 
members were demanding action. 

On January 16, Dr. Buff appeared in 
Pittsburgh before an audience of abouJ; 
150 people, primarily rank and file 
steel workers. This meeting was spon
sored by the Pittsburgh Area Committee 
on Occupational Safety and Health 
(PACOSH), an area-wide organization 
of individuals concerned about health 
and safety in the workplace. Dr. Buffs 
speech was the fifth educational meet
ing sponsored by this group. 

Using slides, Dr. Buff described red 
lung disease, emphasizing the impor
tance of working towards prevention 
rather than compensation. He proposed 
a tax on the steel industry to pay for 
prevention. 

Buff came down hard on the unions 
for not taking a more active role in 
campaigns to eliminate occupational 
hazards. After all, he said, both West 
Germany and Czechoslovakia have steel 
mills, and neither country has any Red 
Lung disease. Are we really free in 
American, he asked, when medical 
schools won't diagnose Black and Red 
Lung disease, for fear of losing their 

_jobs? 

The photography on these pages 
depict scenes from the Flats, the 
industrial area of Cleveland, Ohio. 
The photos were taken by Steve 
Cagan, who would like to contact 
people interested in photography 
around political themes. The 
newspaper welcomes any samples 
of origfnal artwork-cartoons 
photographs, line drawings, ;tc. 
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The dilemma of the professional
doctor, lawyer, engineer--has become 
more real as workers begin to organize 
around occupational health and safety 
issues. Throughout the country, such 
campaigns have already created personal 
contradictions for professionals. As the 
movement grows, these will increase. 

Dr. Buff left the meeting immediately 
following his speech because he had 
recei~ed threats from people who 
intended to disrupt the meeting. He 
has been followed, on many occasions 
by company peopie who disrupt meet
ings and attempt to discredit him. Other 
members of the audience working in 
the field of occµpational health and 
safety agreed to answer questions, and 
spirited discussion followed. 

A member of the-. United Steelworkers 
International Union responded to Bu!'fs 
accusations of union inactivity. Assert
ing that the union had, indeed, been 
active in health and safety issues, he said 
1lli1L111.91'L9.f the "1fljc;>,!l'S l;>arn.e.in.ing 
activity has been in the area of compen
sation, rather than prevention. 

Several doctors in the audience con
tradicted each other about the serious
ness_of Red Lung--the opposition stating 

't. 
1;" · { 
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that there needs to be more research 
before Red Lung is designated as a 
serious disease. Members of the audience, 
many of whom suffer from the disease, 
expressed disagreement with the conten
tion. 

A debate between an environmental 
activist and an engineer from the 
County Air Pollution Boar:d almost 
developed into.a free-for-all, with 
workers yelling from their seats, "What 
have you done for us? " and "When was 
the last time you were in an open hearth 
shop?" 

Most of the audience knew and 
understood what Buff was talking about. 
They know that steel workers and 
people living near steel mills have an 
inordinately high incidence of respira
tory diseases, and that company doctors 
do not diagnose these diseases. And 
they understand that the union leader-, 
ship is not about to organize around 
health and safety issues until the rank 
and file forces them to. 

""fhe rank anu file in many industries 
will be speaking out and organizing in 
the future. The right to work in a 
healthy and safe environment wili' 
assuredly be one of the major workplace 
issues of the 70's. 
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The new year marks a time of resur
gence in activity and a reassessment of 
program and structure for the 
MINNEAPOLIS CHAPTER. 

For the North Country Peace Cam
paign, work continues apace in both its 
priority programs--lndochina and 
Impeachment. NCPC helped coalesce a 
wide grouping of peace activists and 
organizations around the Congressional 
focus of ending aid to Thieu. They 
pressured the Minneapolis city council 
into passing a resolution opposing aid to 
Thieu and declaring Jan. 20-27 "Days of 
Concern for the Indochinese People." On 
Jan. 23 tl)ey co-sponsored a forum, 
"Honor the Peace Agreement," featuring 
Cora Weiss, recently returned from PRG
controlled territory. 

NCPC sponsored an Impeach-in with 
Sidney Lens and Arthur Waskow in 
early_ December and are now planning for 
the "Day of Truth" on Feb. 18,Their 
work and leadership has energized small 
groups in colleges and communities 
around the state .. 

The Mid-East Taskforce has been 
working with a third-world coalition 
called the Dispossessed since last spring. 
They are.planning a series of three work
shops at Macalester College in February 
on the Middle East, Greece, and Brazil, 
and are also launching a speakers' bureau. 

The Praxis School, a socialist educa
tion project, is currently in jts second 
year of operation. Courses of from four 
to six weeks in length, often focusing on 
the theoretical and strategic ramifications 
of ongoing chapte'r practic~, are offered 
by chapter members and widely adver
tised in the community. In the fall the 
courses were "The Dynamics of Modern 
Class Society," an introduc,tion to 
socialist politics, "The American Labor 
Movement," convened by members..of 
the.Workplace Taskforce, "The Zionist 
Endeavor in Pale~tine ," .gfvep \1Y ..:io..,. , ,.• 
Israeli socialist, and "The Occupation of 
Wounded Knee." Current offerings are 
the introductory class on socialist 
politics, a continuation of the labor 
history class, "Imperialism," and "Theor¥ 

.and Practice of Revolutionary Parties," 
for those with some grounding in 
socialist theory. 

In conjunction with the Praxis- School, 
the chapter publishes Our Times, a 
bulletin of commentary on current 
political controversies, announcements 
of classes, forums and other major events, 
and reports on.chapter actiivties. The 
bulletin provides a regular communica-

Building the New , . 
American· Movement 

tion link with people we contact through' 
our work. 

Last June a number of women from 
Minneapolis NAM and the Twin Cities 
Women's Union began meeting to discuss 
Socialist-Feminist strategy, its meaning 
for current work, and the development 
o_f Socialist-Feminist programs to work 
on together. The NAM women saw the 
chap.ter declaring itself a Socialist
Feminist organization theoretically 
while offering little genuine programmatic 
work aimed at developing that perspec
tive. After probing the structural and 
organizational questions of their group, 
their organizations, and the broader left 
and feminist movements, they turned 
to inflation and its impact on women for 
study and potential programs. Though 
the collectiye period of study was the 
mosfpositive they had ever experienced, 

Feminism as vehicles for discussion and 
action. 

Several chapter members are also 
working with the Wounded Knee Defense/ 
Offense Committee on various aspects of 
the Wounded Knee trials from jury 
selection to coordinating the St. Paul 
office. 

At-the chapter level, we are attempt
ing to revitalize a moribund task'force 
structure to assure greater flexibility 
in responding to new challenges and 
constituencies, to facilitate chapter 
(rather than taskforce) debate on pro
gram and strategy, and to provide -..
easier access to chapter work for prospec
tive members. 

••• 
isolating a single winnable demand was 
more difficult. For the last eight months, the 

In theiall, the Socialist-Feminist PITTSBURGH CHAPTER has been 
group wanted to move from discus.sion working on the City Budget Campaign 
to activity as part of a revolutionacy. as part of a city-wide Coalition for 
mass .9rganization. ·They chose, after Human Needs. About·one-third of the 
lengthy discussion, to work as a part of Task Force on the city budget are NAM 
NAM. The reasons were threefold and members. 
overlapping: they wanted,to.develop Proposals on housing, services to the 
programs that relate to the totality of elderly, handicapped and homebound, 
women's needs, to their daily experien- and ambulance services, have been pre-
ces of living in America, that stress sented to City Council for inclusion in 
their class as well as psychological and the 1974 budget. The proposals totalled 
social oppression; _ther wanted to wprk a realistic $4.8 million. The mayor's 
autonomously within a socialist organi- policy--publically stated many times--
zation and reach the kind of women has always been that such programs are 
·NAM's politics could reach but as yet not the city's responsibility. And he has 
have not; they felt the chapter's work not made any effort to seek federal and 
demonstrated its ability to promote state funds for them. 
struggles that could lay the basis for a Our campaign centered around 
broad workingclass movement; and pressuring City Council to oppose the 

, the)(-.Wanted-to make...its theo~etical,,,..,,._ -rna:,wron- these issues .. Members of the 
commitment to SocialisJ Feminism Task Force spoke to some 40 grol¾ps 
concrete. and on 30 radio programs to explain 

The Socialist-Feminist group projects the issues and urge support of the 
three kinds of work: political activity proposals. The Task Force testified 
that enables them to talk and work with several times before Council, and was 
women other than themselves; study joined by representatives of many 
that enables them to develop a strategy groups and by professionals working in 
for the revolutionary movement (women's the various fields. Other groups wrote 
and mixed);:and personal struggle and letters to Council and the mayor. Still 
support among themselves to foster others wrote letters to local newspapers. 
collectivity. Their initial political acti- One of the daily papers gave editorial 
vity in NAM will focus on developing a s4pport to the principles of the cam-
speakers' bureau,-with the Farah film, paign, and published our letters every 
the Women in Vietnam slide show, and day. Several small papers gave 11s 
the theory and practice of Socialist excellent coverage. 
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When Council's 1974 operating 
budget was passed, it included 
!1 ,050,000 for ambulance and other 
unspecified programs for the elderly. 
The Finance Chairman stated that the 
city was moving into the area of.human 
services because they had been con
vinced--by public outcry and formal 
testimony before Council--that there 
was a real need for these services. 
Although the mayor expressed dis
pleasure, he did not veto the budget. 

We consider this a significant 
initial victory ,although the capital 
budget has ye,t to be passed, and it 
will determine the fate of our housing 
proposal. We are now evaluating the 
campaign and making plans for the 
future. We are looking for directions 
that will alfow us more clearly to identify 
collusion between the corporate elite and 
the government, and to project a 
socialist alternative, while still making 
concrete demands that can be won. 

••• 
Last fall, IOWA CITY NAM ran two 

members on a socialist platform for a 
city council position. The campaign in
volved a broad-based coalition of pro
gressive groups and individuals in a 
"~eople's Alliance" within which NAM 
maintained autonomy. For the campaign, 
two issues of a newspaper were' published 
and widely distributed., In the process 
of the campaign, the candidates received 
the endorsement of Iowa City's major 
labor groups. 

The NAM candidates (Karen Carpenter 
and David Ranney) had middle-of-the
road opponents who were forced to run 
as a team for the first time in the com
munity's history because of the~ 
Carpenter/Ranney ticket. 

For the socialists the campaign 
centered on labor, city development, 
feminist, and class-related issues. Three 
key p_recincts comprised of workers, 
students, poqr-and elderly peowe were 
identified and concentrated on in the 
campaign. Community people were 
warmly suppo-rtive of NAM and the 
People's Alliance but expressed doubt 
and discouragement about winning and 
changing through elections. The ruling 
class came out in force, whereas the key 
precincts of the People's Alliance did pot 
turn out strongly. In the end, the socia
lists received only one-third of the vote. 

A split developed within the Alliance 
after the election. Some members 
decided to form a "Marxist-Leninist" 
cadre organization. NAM is oontinuing 
in Iowa City within the People's Alliance. 
The newspaper will continue to publish 
and will hopefully become a viable tool 
"in the community. A new steering com
mittee has been formed to work within 
the Reople's Alliance (about 30 peopie)' 
afld NAM (about 15 people). The 
Alliance has before it a serious question: 
"Can the people's cynicism about the 
electoral arena be overcome?" 

••• 

In the middle of October, FOX 
RIVER VALLEY NAM became aware 
of broad public sentiment in our com
munities (combined population 30,000) 
against a proposed shopping center c·om
plex, a mammoth development that 
would pulverize stable communities into 
a typical suburban area. The developers 
and local politicians were planning gar
gantuan changes in the area, changes 
that obviously would not be paid for 
}?y the corporations. Their decision was 
political dynamite in an area that had 
experienced a spontaneous tax rebellion 
a year before: 

From the outset our task has been 
to unite two diverse sectors of the 
workingclass on the basis of their funda
mental interest of preventing a regional 
shopping complex from being constructed. 
Or1e sector, white collar workers and 
homeworkers in a district near the shop
ping .cepter site, was outraged at the 

(Continued on Page 10) 
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Nationalization: A be depleted. If privately-owned corpora
tions continue to exercise control over 
energy resources, the world will even
tually be in a disastrous situation. Energy Crisis Program Any attempt to develop a movement 
for nationalizing the energy industry 
would meet the strongest opposition 
from the corporations concerned and 
from politicians of both parties.· The 
major oil companies, which virtually 
control the energy industry, are ·among 
the richest and most powerful American 
oorporations. -But the declining fortunes 
of· American capitalism have placed 

by Dan Marschall 
Energy Committee 
Berkeley NAM 

THE ENERGY CRISIS is a critical 
issue for socialist organizing. It affects 
the daily lives of working people in 
numerous ways, from exorbitant gaso
line prices to massive layoffs and the 
threat of a new recession. All segments 
of the oil industry are monopolistically 
controlled by giant, multi-national oil 
conglomerates, whose role in directly 
causing the crisis is very evident. 
· An energy crisis program could 
unite many sectors of the working 
class, from steelworkers to airline 
stewardesses. It would offer the possi
bility of several approaches to political 
work: organizing at tlie point of pro
duction, working with rank and file 
caucuses in trade unions, activity 
around environmental issues, and coa
litions with consumer groups. It would
also give us the chance to make de
mands that raise the question of 
socialism versus capitalism 

We would envision a three-part 
program around the energy crisis, the 
first phase being an anti-corporate 
educational campaign. Suc'1 a cam
paign would expose the monopoly 
character of the energy industry as 
well. as present a long-range perspec
tive of the crisis as the direct result 
of capitalist production. The current 
energy crisis would be view'ed as a 
concrete example of how our eco-
nomic system functions and who 
contrors it. 

force oil companies to pay for any 
"increased operating expenditures" 
from their own corporate pr~fits. 

' ' 

2. Direct taxation of all oil industry 
profits to finance massive research into 
alternate, nonpolluting, unlimited 
sources of energy. 

3. A moratorium on all further 
highway construction and the diversion 

· of gasoline taxes towards the develop
ment of free mass transportation. 

4. A halt in the construction of 
additional nuclear power plants, a 
potentially disastrous and now inef
ficient alternative energy source. 

5. Ahy system of ration(ng would 
be administered by worker and 
community representatives to be 
democratically chosen, not just appoin
ted by government b~reaucrats. 

The third part of an energy crisis 
program would be a long-range demand 
to nationalize the energy industry. We 
would demand expropriation of the 
energy industry and its control by pub-

them in a difficult position. The ~e_nergy
crisis"· they created to ensure their 
profits has ,also created the potential 
base for a movement for public control, 
giving us an unprecedented opportunity 
to press for a reform, that would in 
fact threaten, capitalist power and profits. 

Nationalization of the energy industry 
would not mean socialism--the elimina
tion or' all private ownership and ·control 
over industry, and the transformation 
of the state to ensure direct control 
by working people over major economic 
decisions. But it raises the issue of 
socialism versus capitalism as no 
other demand we could make. 

CONGRESS AND THE MAJOR OIL 
COMPANIES 

lic trusts administered by worker and Nationalization of the oil industry 
community boards, democratically will be a topic for public discussion in 
elected and composed of members of the coming months, and it is essential 
different sectors of the working class. that NAM take a position on exactly 

This demand strikes at the source the kind of nationalization we would 
of the energy crisis: (he right of private favor. There are several pieces of legis-
corporations to decide on energy use lation before lhe Congress calling for 
and production according.to their own nationalization, thoug]1 they may 
needs to maximize profits. It would simply propose state management of 
allow us to project the character of the oil industry until the crisis has 
one aspect of a socialist socie_ty_ Popu- passed. The position of NAM in such a 
lar control .over the energy indus_try discussion would be as a continual 
could be seen as a transitional step pressure towards the left. 
towards consumer control over societal The major oil companies are now in 
priorities and worker control over the an unusually weak situation, and a 

I 

••• ASK NOT LJr\fii 
STI\NDARD OIL GflN ·t?O 
-FOR ~oo ... aur WHAT 
· soo CAN DO- tOR / 

~TAND t) OIL. 

\ 
Several Congressional committees are 
now investigating their operating 
methods and public hearings may 
continue all year. 

In additionJ Congress as a whole 
will be considering numerous pieces 
of energy legislation calling for such 
measures as a direct tax on profifs, 
discontiQuin_g the oil depletion 
allowance, a tax on foreign oil earnings, 
prohibition of oil company operations 
in both crude oil production and 
refining-marketing, public disclosure 
of operating data, and anti-trust legis• 
lation. In the m~antime, "the major 
oil companies desperately scramble to 
bolster their public image, as exhibited 
by Area's proposed elimination of the 
oil depletion allowance and Shell's 
·recommendation for a future reduc
tion in oil industry profits. Exxon 
even called a special news conference 
to release their 1973 profit statem~nt 
which showed a 59 percent increase 
over 1972 levels. The specific roots of the energy 

• Crisis are neither a general lack of 
~- - cnide oil iior tKe Araboil embargo, 

capitalist plan of production. serious campaign around anti-capitalist 
• -Dnly-"by,,,remo¥ing-..the,.profi.t.mvotwQ ... 11e...-.._..,_nationaliz-atiofl"'-W()uld-be,,,seett-as"'an---•"""'"" 

Even if the Arab oil embargo ends 
a£tei;..the,.,disengagement .of treops•in •• -
the Middle East, as Kissinger has lately 
been predicting, the major oil companies 
will still undergo intense public scrutiny. 
1974 could be the year when a socialist 
energy crisis program would have a real 
impact. It could be a giant step for." 
ward in the development of NAM as a 
public organization. 

~ but a shortage of sufficient refining 
~p-aGit.y....J.:.J:t.e IT!,aj?.[ oil companies 

deliberately failed· to build the 
necessary domestic refineries in the 
late 1960's because the profitability 
of refinery investments was no longer 
guaranteed. They were unwilling to 
make the large capital outlays for 
the construction of new refineries in 
the .face of uncertain supplies of 
ch_eap foreign crude oil, environ
mental restrictions, congressional 
pressures against tax benefits, and 
federal import quotas. 

A key aspect of our analysis of 
the energy crisis must be an anti
imperialist perspective, especially 
in relation to the Middle East. We 
must meet the attempt to blame 
the energy crisis on- the Arabs or 
on other oil e'xporting countries 
by suggesting the nationalization of 
their energy resources. In general, 
we must support Arab nationalism 
while opposing Zionism and the 
role. of American imperialism in the 
Mid-East. 

An initial step in an educational 
campaign would be for NAM to 
produce a tabloid newspaper with 
current analysis of the energy crisis 
along with socialist perspectives on 
other environmental issues. (See the 
proposal by a NAM chapter in Austin, 
Texas.) At least at first, this news
paper would not be seen as a regular 
publication, but as a permanent piece 
of national literature for NAM. One 
chapter could take responsibility for 
producing it and then solicit articles 
from other .parts of the country. 

The second part of the energy 
crisis program would be around specific 
winnable demands directed at the oil 
industry and at the federal government. 
Following are a .few immediate de
mands essential to an energy crisis 
program. 

I. A freeze and rollback of whole
sale and retail pric~ of gasoline and 
fuel oil. This demand would effectively 

from the energy industry and placing additional threat. Though the majors 
its control in public hands, can we have already won a few- significant 
begin to develop an inexhaustible and victories ( e.g., the Alaska pipeline, 
in.expensive source ·of energy. The mining oil shale, and off-shore oil 
demand thus speaks to the ultimate leases), the extremity of the energy 
problem that fossil fuels will some day crisis could easily backfire on them. 

NAM ENERGY CRISIS READING LIST 

Prepared by the Austin NAM Energy Committee 

A. General Ecological Information and Perspectives 

l Beydnd Repair: The Ecology of Capitalism, Barry Weisberg, Beacon Press 
1972. ' 

2. The La,st Play: The Struggle to Monopolize the World's Energy Resources, 
James Ridg~way, 1973. 

3. The Energy Crisis, Lawrence Rocks, Crown Publishers 1972. 
4. Murderous Providence, Harry Rothman. ' ' · 
5. The Environmental Handbook, Garrett DeBell Bantam Press. 
6. The Closing Circle, Barry Commoner, 1972. ' ~ 

B. The Automobile and Mass Transportation 
l. Dead End: The Automobile in Mass Transportation Ron~d Buel 

Prentice-Hall, 1972. ' ' 
2. The D_eath of the Automobile, John Jerome. 
3. The Urban Transportation Problem, J. R. Meyer. 

C. Oil and Gas Industry 

1. The Politics of Oil, Robert Engler, 1967. • 
2. The Political Economy of Oil in Underdeveloped Countries, Michael Tanzer 

Beacon Press, 1969. ' 
3. The Empire of Oil, Harvey O'Connor, Monthly Review Press; 1970. 

D. Nuclear Power 

1. Poisoned P.ower, J ohrt Gofman. 
2. The Nuclear Power Rebellion: Citizens vs. the Atomic Industrial 

Establishment, Richard Lewis, Viking Press. 
3. The Atomic Establishment, Peter H. Metzger. 
4 .• Th~ Political Economy of Nuclear Energy, Duncan Burn. 

. 5. Penis of the Peaceful Atom, Richard Curtis 

E. Electricity Generation 

·l • Brown-Out: The Power Crisis in America Willia~ Rbdgers Stein and Day 
1972. ' ' ,. ' 

F foal Industry 
1, The Ecpnomics of the Coal Industry, Herbert Risser. 
2. Economic Redevelopment in Bituminous Coal, Carroll Christenson. 
3. The Coal Industry in America: A Bibliography and Guide to Studies, 

Robert F. Munn. • 

Though the energy crisis is still 
upon us, it has passed the stage where 
the public just wants to hear quick 
.solutions to ward off impending doom. 
Working people are beginning to sit 
back and' wonder exactly howAhe 
~whole crisis came about and why it 
may not be as disastrous as everyone 
predicted at first. According to recent 
opinion polls, only a tip.y minority 
believe th~t the Arab oil embargo is 
the root cause. Now may be the time 
..yhen people will seriously consider 
more fundamental solutions to the 
problem Why not nationalization? 

A program around anti-capitalist 
nationalization is by no means 
perfect; it does have some shortcomings .. 
But the overall campaign we would 
conduct is as important as the demand 
itself. The expropriation of the energy 
industry will not be enacted by Congress, 
only a mass movement could bring it', 
about. If a mass movement could be 
built to force such. exproprfation, it 
would very likely have the strength to 
administer the public trusts of the 
energy industry. By immediately 
demanding that any rationing system 
be controlled by elected boards of 
workers and consumers, the formation 
of the groups that would administer 
nationalization would be encouraged. 

In summary, we would propose a 
three-part program atound the energy 
crisis. (1) An educational campaign 
focusfog on the dynamics of American 
capitalism and integrating an anti
imperialist perspective.(2) A set of 
short-term, winnable demands calling 
for basic structural reforms. (3) A 
long-range demand for anti-capitalist 
nationalization of the energy industry 
as a transitional step. towards socialism_ 
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Shortages 
(Cpntinued from Page 3) 

The effects of these investment 
• patterns can be seen.in the capacity 

utilization figures. Most businesses can 
operate normally and comfortably up 
to 85 percent to 90 percent of their 
reported capacity; cost increases and 
shortages ·result when ari industry sta:ys 
above 90 percent utilization of reported 
capacity for any length of time. For 
manufacturing as a whole, capacity 
utilization was at a "safe" 83 percent 
for the first nine months of 1973; but 
for.the b.asic materials industries, 
capacity utilization had reached 94 
pe_rcent early in 1973, and climbed to 
an unprecedented 96 percent by the 
third quarter of the year (the latest 
period for which figures are availabley. 

The la"k of profits to invest in 
capacity expansion has·been com
pounded, in some industries, by 
demands for' environmental protection. 
These demands, accepted by Congress · 
in ·1970 in the. passage of the Clean 

• further the investment available for 
capacity expansion. Not surprisingly, 
such expenses make some parts of the 
business community furious at the 
environmentalist' movement. The Wall 
Street Journal, for example, runs 
frequent articles attacking "environ
mental extremism" and lecturing the 
"extremists" on the virtues of compro
mise: 

PRICE CONTROLS, SHORTAGES, 
AND INST ABILITY 

All the forces discussed so far--the 
expoq boom, the rise in domestic 
demand, the slow capacity expansion, 
and the higl1 costs of pollution control-
have contributed to high prices. Why 
doesn't tlie government' do something 
about it? Indeed, the government has 
tried, but its efforts have generally 
made things worse. 

With traditional fiscal policies, the 
government engineered a recession in 
1970-71, but it failed to slow down 
inflation. In August 1971 the govern
ment turned to wage-price controls. 
This new torm of intervention in the 

economy appeared successful at first-
prices went up less than 4 percent in 
1972. For 1973, government advisors 
predicted another success, only 3 per
cent inflation; instead p,rices went up 
by 8.8 percent. (A congressman 
recently compared Nixon's economic 
"t'eam" to another bunch of classic 
iosers, the 1962 New York Mets, and 
recalled Casey Stengel's question: 
"Can't anybpdy here play this game? ") 

Price controls, then, have not 
· stopped inflation. But they have made 

shortages worse, because price controls 
are an inlportant element behind both 
the export boom and the capacity 
shortage described above. 

With regard to exports the phenome
non is simple: if domestic prices are 
controlled wJ:iile foreign prices are 
going up, U. S. companies will prefer 
to sell all they can to foreigners. That's 
what happened during the 1973 export 
boom--price cop.trols stimulated sales 
of U. S. products abroad, leading t'o 
shortages at home. · 

In the case of capacity expansion, 
the problem was not only price co1,1-
trols but also the uncertainty that has 

Air Act and the National Environmen
tal Protection Act, have forced some 
inqustries to divert su.bstantial fnvest
ment into pollution control. In 1969, 
before the enactment of these laws, 
about 5 percent of all manufacturing 
investment went into pollution con
trol; in the paper industry, one of the 
places where pqllution control is 

·HELP! 

most expensive, it still accounted for 
only 9 percent of 1969 investment. 
Today, according to recent surveys, 
pollution control ~s absorbing 43 per
cent of new investment in the paper 
indust'ry, 22 percent in metal industries 
( excluding iron and steel), and 10 per
cent in petroleum. (Metals and p~tro
leum were both at or below the 5 per
cent average in 1969.) This limits even 

THIS PAPER IS IN a financial crisis. Along with the New American Movement 
as a whole, we are growing and expanding our activities. But we have not been getting 
in·much more money ~d costs are going up fast. We cannot survive on our income 
from subs and sales by our chapters and other friends. We need your help. 

We now print 8,200 copies of NEW AMERICAN MOVEMENT and distribute 
them to forty-odd chapters.and another forty distrib.utors (groups or individuals). It 
costs us almost a thousand dollars a month to print and mail the papec, pay.our rent, 
and occasionally pay someone for working part time. Last year we got money for 
each issue from the National Office. This year·the NO is also in financial trouble and 
we have to try to raise the money ourselves. 

PLEASE send us a contribution of $5, $10, $25, or ~ore. Se,nd ll check today 
or you will forget. 

r limited radio ~nd tv coverage which tions by _reporters. 
··•---~I. ea eci.YP..J il.!.i..stwgg)e.,~n_mPW hat,..IJQW.,..,_,w • .At-~~~_gftll~W!gglt)..,ChapJer 

Fox R ·, v·-e" ~flr - ~ -~ ---ltwer~ere still mainl~M pfople ( members began to reassess NAM as an 
I ,and friends rather. than people who were organization. We had not had an official 

new and had joined as a result of the chapter meeting during that month 
(Continued frofn Page 8) struggle. As we._became-known more filled with skirmishes and hard work. 
destruction of the Fox River Valley en- people.came to our committee meetings. Before then we had had meetings once 
vironment. Another, a mass of twenty- ; More releases filtered into the press and a week. We were all affected by'the 
thousand industrial workers and home- i phone calls caD)e in from frie1!dly people lack of dir.ection and felt overworked. 
workers, wrlUld explode at any more 1 all over the area. It looked like we were We sensed it was tiII1e to pull together. 
tax increases. l o'n the verge of a lot of growth as We rotated work loads, analyzed the 

The initial plan was to form a coali- l another release came out. That night a struggle and its history, 4nalyzed our 
tion of groups against the shopping i reporter called up a number of NAM research and membership roles, and -
center. We quickly discovered that a l members focmore- "information." ,pointed out that separate men's and 
coalition in our particular circumstances ~ women's meetings, in addition to 
was impossible. We contacted the r ATTACKED BY THE PRESS regular-chaptermeetings would be 
Illinois Education Association, the I a start toward preventing New Left 
League of Women Voters, a large chapter · I All helj broke loose the next day. The "types of1eadership from emerging. 
of the National Organization of Women f biggest daily newspaper in the area (from We went to the next Citizens 
in Elgin, Illinois (population 60,000), I· Elgin) chopped up our press release and Cdhlmittee meeting with a strong 
various local environmental group~, and : added "information" gathered the night sense of strategy, tactics, and solidarity. 
the Socialist Party. None of the groups I before twisting it into a story that made At a large meeting of nearly thirty 
could join )l coalition. Some did not I the .Citizens Committee Against the people we _would explain NAM's 
understand the idea; otl;l.ers felt the i Shop:&ing Center (with the Ad Hoc now 1 socialist politics and our relationship 
issue was out of their "do~ain," some ·1 legidmately dropped) and NAM seem like l to the Citizens Committee we had 
were inactive.in our.area, and others i one organization. We got a huge article, / foti~ded. Our forthright honesty and 
were cynical about stopping a major . I some 25 column inches long,lhat syste- i democratic politics seemed to win over 
corporation. ! matically distorted everything we had I everyone. 

At this point OJ.!r _contact wi~ Chicago I dqne. We were painted as a manipulative 
NAM people put ,us in touch with J and secretive organization when we had, 
researchers and NAM members who had r in fact, publicly presented our opinions 
done work for Citizens Action Program ! at numerous meetings and in numerous 
(~1P}. These ~eople gave u~ valuable j press releases. -
aid ·in researching tax benefits and struc- I The attack backfired. Working 
tures -~s we_ll as the I_llin~is state agency I people reacted favorably to a NAM mem-
working with fhe shopping center I ber's statement: "We have certain ideas 
developers. . l of people rur;ming the country ... For 

The_next step 1q the struggle ~as the in~tance, instead of the rich people 
for~atJon of the ~d Hoc Committee running the factories, the people would," 
Against the Shopping Center by NAM and to further comments that NAM was 
members and a few friends. Becau_s~ of a democratic-socialist organization. Over-
our small nµmbers and newness as a night the committee became a real 
chapter, and later because our work community organization rather than a 
was mainly researching and attending paper group. The committee's member-
long, boring public meetings to gather · ship went from 8 to-1 Oto 20 to 30.' 
more information, we lost several people. People from all sectors of the 
young workers from our chapter. The '· class came forward with ideas, money, 
main motive for their leaving seemed to • energy, an office, and a determination 
be personal reasons tied to the advanced , to stop the shopping center. Press policy 
decay of capitalist cµlture. from that point on has been to stick to 

The chapter settleq into a core group our releases, the democratic election of 
as public meetings multiplied. We I -spokespeople (two men and two women); 
managed to get out a prrss rel_ease with · a~d a "no comment" to fishing expedj-

1 

TOW ARDS THE CITIZENS COUNCIL 

~ If we succeed here in building such 
a rudimentary class-wide alliance, we 
feel there is an open road toward build
ing a council, a citizens (or peoples) 
council that would assert itself in a posi
tion of dual power with township, 
village, and county government. Hope
fully, sueµ a council would stimulate 
other class struggles (it would provide 
inlpetus and be a model in some 
r-espects for the formation of factory 
committees and workers councils) as 
well as escalate other class struggles. 

The creation .of mass instru.nients of 
working class struggle is a difficult task-
especially when attempting to unite 
diverse sectors of the class. However, 
we have found a generally positive 
response from people in the Citizens 
Committee toward a continuation,ofthe 
committee to work on other issues once 
the shoI?ping issue is decided. 

surrounded the frequent changes in 
government policy--Phase I, II, III, IV .. , 
and what next? Unsure as to whether 
the governm~nt will allow them to 
raise prices sufficiently to make expan
sion profitable, businesses are more 
reluctant to .expand than they would be 
in the absence of•controls. Moreover, 
frequent policy changes encourage a_ 
wait-and-see attitude. 

WHAT NEXT? 

In other words, partly because of and 
partly in spite of 'the new government 
policies, the shortages, instability i and 
inflation will all continue. The situation 
has become one of continuing crises. 

As these various crises unfold, a 
major e(fort is underway to develop a 
new ideology of self-sacrifice and 
patriotism. Government and business 
propaganda hammer away at the idea 
that we must all tighten our belts and 
lower our thermostats, to pull through 
the crisis. Even George Meany supports 
the effort as long as everyone shares the 
sacrificing. The threat of rationing is 
used to intimidate people into voluntary 
self-policing. If successful, this campaign 
will provide the basis for a new profi
table wave of business expansion, based 
on the American people changing their 
"wastrel ways" toward a lower standard 
of living, 

It is essential to ·counter the 
absurdity· of the "self-sacrifice" solution 
to shortages. As long as the military is 
still guzzling gas, as long as businesses 
can keep their electric advertising 
blazing at night, there is no reason to 
blame energy shortages on personal 
consumption habits. Similar issues will 
arise with other shortages. The answer 
to shortages is.not individual thriftiness, 
but public, democratic decisioI1-making 
about resource use, and ultimately 
about production as well. 

At the present time, we feel that 
the Citizens Committee is.,overloaded ~ 

with upper strata membership of the ~ 
'.vorking class and even a number of _ -------
classically defined ( ow11ing thei~ 
business) petit bourgeois. We ate now 
workirig on a campaign to bridge com
munity--workplace gaps involving more 

I industrial workers and their families , 
with a tax leaflet. We are circulating a 
petition throughout the area and are 
amazed at the democratic tradition 
felt by people when exercising theif 
rights and fighting the big corporations. 
We are continuing the fight in the press 
and looking for groups to speak at 
PT A's, Jaycees, church, and labor 
groups. The Citizens Committee 
recently drew nearly 200 people to one 
townboard meeting. 

We ate looking toward linking ~p 
with another Citizens Committee com
posed of around 100 small fanJ}ers that 
spontaneously emerged in a nearby 
township. They are fighting against an 
amusement park some large developers 
want to put in. In addition, we are 
trying to make our struggle pay off 
with an increased NAM membership 
that we desperately need. Five people 
have·come very close to NAM as a result 
of the struggle so far. Finally, we are 
looking toward a strategic moment when 
we can get out an independent NAM 
leaflet on taxes, corporations, and 
socialism. 

OTHER WORK 

Once our membership increases we 
hope to co~tinue our work with the UFW, 
to begin work on building campus NAM 
chapters at two junior colleges in our area 
through impeachment work or possibly 
socialist study groups), and to reinitiate 
our poster campaign in multi-racial 
working class and factory districts 
in Elgin, Illinois. 

We have done some strike support 
work with workers in the IBEW who 
are striking a large electrical plant 
over a mi,llti-year contract, wage increases, 
and a decreas~d profit-sharing plan. 
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In other parts· of the country, the oppor- Dear Friends, Dear Editors, 1 · f N M. · 
tunity to produce an environmenta The December, 1973, issue o A ts 

At the last meeting, it was suggeSted paper in coalition with other socialist great! 
that Austin NAM might produce a tabloid organi?,ations might even present itself. I particularly liked the review of 
newspaper on the "energy crisis." The It is important that NAM move towards Galbraith's new book, "Economics and 
energy crisis could, however, turn out to producing an environmental paper, but the Public Purpose," and the article, 
be a rather restrictive subject. Another it is not crucial that Austin NAM take "Why Socialists Should Work for Impeach-

. possibility for a topic mlght be something. on this project. Some communication ment'" by Eli Zatetsky. 
like "5mviron~ental problems from a with other chapters seems called foe here. Zaretsky's article said a number of 
socialist perspective." Progress towards getting a paper things that need saying and emphasis, 

The "energy crisis" may be the most started might include producing articles Democratic socialists must indeed parti-
weighty subdivision of "enviropmental ' for the NAM paper, the Rag, etc. Possible cipate in mass, popular, democratic 
problems" to deal with at this ~ime.How- divisions of labor might be based on movements, but we must do so critically, 
ever the more general conception of tl:).e different fuels, such as oil, gas, coal, and use the occasion to "make explicit 
pap~r's subject matter would give more nuclear, solar, hydroelectric, etc. the latent content" of such movements, 
flexibility in specific topics (such as Another possible divisiqn might look at by relating the problem to capitalism as 
pesticides, heavy metal pollution, etc.) the different problems encountered in . cause. 

Articles on the food industry and the the energy crisis, such as relative amounts I was especiaJ!y pleased to note that 
housing industry (the lumber shortage of pollution, fuel scarcity and allocation Zaretsky always used the term "capitalism" 
and poor insulation causing fuel waS

t
e) problems, the need for new energy without the qualifying adjective "U.S." 

would also be appropriate in. such a sources and scientific research, the prob- or "Amerikan." This is vital if we are to 
paper. This general conception ~ould "fem of nationalization of industry counter.act "the popular Understanding 
al

so make·it more reasonable to mclude 1· t· of so·cialism ... a soulless, materialistic (problems with TV A, nationa 1za ions 
theoretical articles and book reviews-On in Brita.in, etc.) Several unions which system, promising a higher standard of 
the- socialist 11iew of "man and nahue" ei •a he * · · Jivjnt.> but unconcetf!t)_ i:t'"".(th .democ.racy .,,.,d so on. a •• ~i-., .books as Ba"""' w_ eisbero's are closely r ate ·-to ·t, ,en~•~Y ct1s1s .• .

11
..., ~ 

• '"' ~ .... ,.. • '-./-} .0 • (atrd'bav~ see,tiecerlt'opposit~on activity an';! i~dividuAl fr.eed.oll_l. ,. ' 

· ~?'~!!'h:' .!;h;,f.~;;t,ubj,ci, from !h,.ranl<,),~<.; !f''.Pnit<d Mi~~ l<ffm lb,~~~;~., '.. . 
: ·. -w. · ~ .,,, tao ular riodicals ·' ~01;.kc,i:s, l1te ~n~~~i,~er~, ~-- : . · , ·} • ··~:', .(~~HY1 ' · ";.• ··· .• , 

, , ;. --but.1.h~ ~ , . • f:'OP ~ - " \he 'teamsters. Of ~e~t i!h~cntan~ fQ-L,,. .• -.•.' 1· . , •• - ,• f• •• -F. ·~ .., . ,.,;-< :°\ ,_, !' · . -· ' 
,.t}\at.~.w!t.lr

1
t.r~4ldt;' ,·-..'£/ ~·, dutt· .. -:tsx~s-~s<;>cifiliib i~ 'the··eu.;th'~ica1'artd · .'•t~'.:°r'.":·" ~:--· ·.:.:~~ouit~~-, . 

"" ·- ,. • '"'~j\.u~_ttn.NJ\M ~~ s~!=~ th~ a , AtQmic Workeri.\4ny~up whlch · ,' ·, · ' ' • ~ttpM4½il1, N. C. 
,.·-such a·paper .. ljow~vet, 

1 
· 

1 
' advocates "workers' self managente11t" ~/' 

numb~ of other_ NAM ~11al)ters ~~ ?, so o( energy industries must eventu'ally • • ;,.. • 

-

,quite mterested m the energy cn~s as ain .influence wid\. these work~rs. 
indicated by'the Task Force meetmg g 
called for :January and Hie NAM news
paper article by a Berkeley member. 
Another NAM chapter may have more 
resources to produce such a paper (such as 
members with scientific experience, 
strong local ecology organizations, etc.) 

Comi:adely, 

Dave Moore 
Austin NAM 

••• 

Dear .Newspaper Collective: 

As a s~ggestion for a new name for 
the newspaper, how about For Socialism? 
In this particular context, there would 
be no more explicit way of identifying 
ourselves. 

The major argument made against 
using the word "socialism" in our self
description is that it is "ambiguous," con
fusing. My feeling, however, is that the 
concept of socialism is already far more 
than "ambiguous" alone: it is distorted 
and debased in the popular consciousness. 
It is thus precisely our _task to combat 
bourgeois mystification of the idea of 
socialist politics and clarify its role as 
the logical expression of working class 
needs. If we are perpetually afraid to 
talk about socialis!Jl, how can we possibly 
achieve the mass socialist consciousness 
necessary for a democratic revolution? 
In the political perspective. NAM calls 
for a socialist revolution based on the, 
self-conscious participation of w9rking 
people.'Without an explicitly socialist 
perspective informing all arenas of our 
activity, I don't see how we can con
tribute significantly to this process. 
Let's call things by thefr"proper names! 
It is up to us to. clarify the .meaning of .. 
socialism. ,, .. • ·,~ 

f remize-t11:tt_;tp.Js Prai'~~al to.a cer:'•.•..,,,_-~ 
tain exlent -anticipa#~ tl).e decision to 

be i::na'cli a"botr,t ·olu ~nit~il\~f<?r :"'"' ,•,-~ '• 
.Sociali~!>~ wh.jch w\f ~-,i1;t .,, , ' 

~t:b.~~that teas e'u\>1e ·•. (1 ·• • 
-think intlt~e 'is iinif~env.ugli, it'·;:,£; . 
might-~e 'wfse to place Jf{sl!\issj6rt of , , ·•. 
tlw news~r's•name ~Jhe,agenda qf 
the National Council m~ting ... On tht 
other ham( if a name ctringe is !lot f.elt 
to be urgent, consider thi~ll contribution 
to a longer-range discussion. 

Yours for socialism, 

David Smith 
ELF/NAM 
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Oil 
(Continued from -Page 1) 

°the American Dream into a shambles. 
At one time, the major oil companies 

were content to let service station 
ownerseke out a living in over 200,000 
retail gas stations. It was nevet much of 
a living, though--du.ring th~ sixties · 
between 37 and 40 percent of all gas 
stations changed owners each year. The 
average ann~al profit £pr gas stations 
in the mid-sixties was something like 
$3,000 a year, though most owners 
would work a sixty or seventy-hour 
week. 

The oil companies kept the profit 
margin for retailers at a rock bottom 
level. Because there were always people 
desperate to be free of the direct super-· 
vision of a boss, they had no· trouple 
getting men to do their dirty work. No 
wonder a lot of these guys turn 
cynical and try to overcharge for car 
repairs. 

Now gas station owners face even 
more difficulties. While their profit 
margin per gallon is the same or even 
much less, they are allocated less 
gasoline than in previous years. _Inde
pendent stations have often been 
unable to get any gasoline and "volun
tary" Sunday closings have cut into 
iota! sales. The results are predictable-
gas stations have been going out of 
business at a rapid rate--five percent 
(10,000) closed during 1973. An 
estimated 40,000 to 60,000 more will 
be forced to shut down in the next 
two, Y.ears according to market specia
lists. Things have gotten so bad that 
there is nobody willing to buy up 
unprofitable stations. 

All of this fits with the game plan 
of the oil companies who would like 
to see half the total number of gas 
stations. Harry Bade, Jr., Marketing 
Vice-President for Mo ii has said that 
-;;if ;very ot er station were e 1mmate ,-
the remaining stations would benefit. 
This would mean cutting all of the 
independent stations and decreasing 
competition among the major firms. 

Already there are indications of 
market sharing arrangements to regu
late competition. The executive 
secretary of the Oregon GasoWJ.e 
Dealers Assn. reEorts that, "Any 
company that fails to obtain a five or 
six-percent share of local gas sales 
must pull out and return to its home 
territory." Gulf Oil has just closed 
3,500 st'ations in the upper Midwest 
and Pacific Northwest; Amoco has 
pulled out of Oregon; Sun Oil has 
left Chicago, while ARCO has moved 
out of the Southwest. 1 

The next step--underway in some 
places--is for the big companies t_o 
take direct control over the more 
profitable independent stations. This 
is the wave of the future. Once com
petition at the retail level has been 
reduced drastically, .they will let the• 
profit margin at the retail station move 
up while taking over more stations for 
direct company management. 

All of this makes the service station 
owner an endangered species and the 
owners have been struggling hard to 
protect their livelihoods. ln September, 
when the Supreme Court upheld a 
ruling maintaining retail prices at 
January 1973 levels, the dealers orga
nized gas station shutdowns around 
the country. The Nixon Administra
tion has been forced to make conces
sions to the dealers---allowing them to 
pass some· of the wholesale price 
increases on to the consumers .. But 
victories won only at the expense- of 
consumers are likely to be temporary. 
The public's hostility is often focused 
on the dealer, playing into the divide 
and rule strategy of the oil companies. 
But the growing realization among 
dealers that the big companies have 
been systematically exploiting them 
might open the way for alliances 

between them and other sections of 
the 'public against the_ s>il companies. 

MI LIT ANT TRUCKERS 

One logical ally _of the service station 
dealers are the independent truckers. 
Like the dealers, they have been struggl
ing to survive in an industry that is 
increasingly dominated by giant firms. 
Concentration in the trucking industry 
has created powerful firms while many 
non-trucking firms have created huge 
private fleets to move their own goods. 
Competing against these giants and 
against a lot of other independents isn't 
easy and the failure rate is very high. 
But, as with gas station dealerships, 
there has in the past always been 
someone else willing to buy the rig and 
try to make a go of it. 

But now things are changing with 
higher diesel prices and lower speed 
limits cutting into the independent 
trucker's already thin profit margin. 
The cost of trucking rigs has been going 
up ($26,000 for a tractor, $5 to $10 
thousand f°or a trailer), and outrageously 
high interest rates are making it harder 
to keep up the ,payments. As with the 
.gas station dealers, government price 
controls put much more of a squeeze 
-on the independent driver than on the 
big trucking firms. The independents 
are prohibited by government controls 
from passing most of their increased 
costs on to 'their customers. But even 
when they can increase their freight 
sales, they risk losing business to the 
big firms that have the information· 
and sales networks to move large 
quantities of goods over large areas. 

Because higher fuel prices and 
lower speed limits have directly 
attacked an already precarious liveli
hood, the independent truckers have 
responded to the energy crisis with 
extraordinary militancy. They have 
used highway blockades, marches on 
Washington, and general work stop
pa~.es · to rotest escalatin fuel rices 
and to orce the government to 

Mid East 
(.Continued from ~age 1) 

Party coalition headed by Golda Meir. 
Labor promised the voter nothing, but 

, ,relied on the implication tl;tat p-w main 
opposition--the right-wing Likud coalition-
was set on a course which would isolate 
Israel internationally. Golda Meir cam
paigned with pictures of herself and 
Richard Nixon, while charging Likud 
with a policy of adventurism which 
would endanger this alliance. 

When the votes were in, Labor polled 
only about 40'percent of the popular 
vote and earned 51 of 120 parliamentary 
seats under the ter~s of Israefs complex 
system of proportional representation. 
The right increased its share of the popu
lar vote by only one or two percent, bu·t 
gained six more seats -in parliament for a 
total of 38. Half the remaining seats are 
held by religious parties, and the rest are 
scattered among several very small 
parties. 

Thus, the ·results suggest a definite 
rightward shift without a full-scale repudia
tion of the party which is most closely 
linked to the U.S. Although there was 
much general alarm in the Israel popula
tion about the government's defense. 
policies, strong support for the right in 
the election came from two groups in 
particular, the 200,000 mobilized reserve 
soldiers and the'rno,ooo Soviet Jews who 
have emigrated to Israel since the last 
election. 

Likud dominated the municipal elec
tions in Tel Aviv, and for the first time 
in its history, the city's mayor is from 
the right rather than Labor. Traditionally 
moderate lsraeli Arab voters in Nazareth 
:likewise dumped the pro-government 
· Arab list and elected a communist mayor 
from the anti-Zionist_, pro-Soviet Rakah 
party. 

THE GENEVA CONFERENCE 

· g_gi.i~i..wl.J.9,C..J.921 is ~ _,.._ 
whether Golda Meir will be able to hold 

- - - - - - - - - - - -

prevent them f.iom being victimjzeq. 
Another major work stoppage/was 
planned for the epd of January. Some 
jndependents have threatened to park 
their trucks permanently if there is 
no relief soon. 

The independent truckers have had 
a complicated relationship with union
ized truckers in the past. At times, 
employers have used the independents 
to avoid unionization of their drivers-
similar to the big oil companies using 
independent dealers to prevent the 
unionization of gas station employees. 
But now the independent truckers' 
militancy is _sending shock wa~es 
through the Teamsters Union. The 
Teamsters top leadership, particularly 
Frank Fitzsimmons--has been closely 
tied to the Nixon Administration. So 
closely, in fact, that Fitzsimmons 
seems to fear that he might go to jail 
if Nixon is forced out of the Presidency. 
He has been careful to give Nixon as 
much support as possible and to keep 
others "from rocking the boat. 

When independent drivers began 
their highway blockades, Fitzsimmons 
denied any unionized drivers were 
involved. But union drivers were 
irtvolved because the energy crisis was 
hurting them as well, and the indepen
dents were doing something about it-

unlike the Teamsters Union. When 
Jimmy Hoffa--Fitzsimmons' rival for 
control of the Teamsters--supported the 
independent drivers' militant actions, 
Fitzsimmons began to worry about his 
own re-election as union president. His 
first move was to beg his friends in the 
Nixon Ad.mini~tratiop for relief, but _ 
then he was forced to call for a reopen
ing of the Teamsters contract. Since 
the start of wage and price controls, 
many unions, including the teamsters, 
have included provisions in their con
tracts that gtve _t~~in.~ the right to 
reopen contracts "if any government 
administrative policy or order affects 
negotiated contract terms." The 
Teamsters were the first to invoke 
this clause--because of the impact of 
lower speed limits--but other unions 
might now follow suit. 1974, which 
was supposed to be a year of relative· 
labor peace, may now be transformed 
into a year when many major contracts 
are renegotiated as unions are forced 
to defend their members from the 
combined effects of inflation and the 
energy crisis. Some 5 .2 million workers 
are covered by contracts which expire 
in 1974 or which have contract reopen
ing clauses. 

The militancy of the independent 
truck drivers has clearly cQntributed to 

together a coalition government through 
the Geneva peace talks where the super
powers hope to effect a compromise 
acceptable to their Mideast allies. The 
right wing will be outside the ruling 
coalition, but in a strong parliamentary 
position to oppose anY. r~turn of Arab 
territories conquered by Israel. Neither 
the secular nor religious elements in the 
coalition with Labor are expected to 
balk at concessions to Egypt. Mos~w 
and Washington perhaps also have closest ' 
agreement on this front--provided a 
reqpened Suez Canal will allow equal 
access for I_sraeli shipping. The issue 
which could end the Geneva talks and 
break the governing coalition in Tel 
Aviv concerns territorial concessions 
on the west bank of the Jordan River. 

A great deal has changed since 
Israel conquered this area from Jordan 
in 1967. Neither Jordan nor Israel 
could survive without massive American 
support, and, not surprisingly, Jordan's 
King Hussein came closest of any Arab 
head of state to recognizing Isrqel in 
the last seven years. But the National 
Religious Party--a key element in past, 
present, and future coalition govern
ments in Israel--has always lob hied 
strongly for colonization of the West 
Bank in order to expand the Jewish 
state to the,ir reading of biblical borders. 
The party now holds eleven seats, and 
it lias vowed to.quit any government 
which ·agreed to concessions on the 
West Bank. If the National Religious 
Party formed an alliance with the right 
wing, the two parties would have only 
two less parliamentary seats than Labor. 

Finally, there is now some question 
as to whether Israel could return the 
West Bank to Jordan, sin·ce the Arab 
summit conference recognized the 
Palestine Liberation Organization as the 
sole legitimate representative of the 
majority of the inhabitants of that 
region. If this issue brings an impasse 
at Geneva;the impasse wou41J..JJ turn 
probably topple Golda Meir's go~ 
ment back inJsraeJ.1 ~nd _in those ~ .... , 

•circumstances-a-further electoral drift "" :d 
. rightward woultl be almost inevitable.•,~- ~.,. ;i 
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the reopening of the Teamsters' and 
possibly othe.r union contracts. It is 
possible that the militancy of gas 
station dealers and of independent 
truck drivers--groups on the edge of 
the working class--will inspire a 
revival of militancy among workers 
against efforts by the government and 
corporations to impose economic 
austerity, tinder the cover of a 
manipulated energy crisis. • 

NEWSPAPER COLLECTIVE 

Laurie Gitlin 
Dan Marschall 
Jean Nute 
James Weinstein 

••we--encouYagt chapters.and indi
vldrials to send,arlicles (500 to 1,000 
words), reviews; and letters. The 
deadlin.efor each isme•is t~e 15th of 
the month. 

Any mgges'tions for a new n~ 
ior the paper?. 
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